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TALK OF THE TOWN

The State Highway Commission
reports, the Rockland-Rockport pre
lect is 40 per cent completed. The
spectators that this city has a live whole Job Is 5.33 miles of bituminous
organization.
The new secretary, macadam road.
Charles G. Hewett was everywhere in
evidence, and did much to make the
L. AV. Benner, real estate broker,
excursion a success.
has sold the A. M. Annis house on
«...
Broadway to Principal E. R. Verrill
Rev. Percy J. Clifford, .former chap of Rockland High, who will occupy
lain ot the State Prison, came all It. Mr. Annis moves to the Cile
■4
the way from Conway, N. H„ to take house on Broadwuy and Rankin street
I have found that a due observance •••
part in the festivities, and marched which Mr. Verrill vacates.
••• of die Sabbath has ever had joined to
in the parade, as did Bradford C.
MRTLAMO CirWW
••• a blessing on the other part of my •••
Redonnet of Wiscasset, who is well
The races at Knox Trotting Park
•* time.—Chief Justice Hale.
known here.
aiwaaigS
gffg:
tomorrow afternoon will start at 1
*•
—
o’clock sharp, with Earle C. Ludwick
M •* ••• ••• ••• •••
One excursionist whose thoughts again officiating in his capacity as
wt
A dream which has been cherished arrived at Bath at 3 p. m. He was flew back quite a way was Charles J.
starter. The other Judges will prob
THE CEMENT TRAIN
for several decades was transformed on his way to the Abbott School in McCallum of Warren. y'He was a
ably be ex-Senator II. C. Buzzell of
into a glorious realization yesterday, Farmington.
member of the engineering crew Belfast and Robert McKinley of
When
the
first
train
passed
over
the
when the old Knox & Lincoln was Union. That combination ought to
First Freight To Cross Ken
new Carlton Bridge which crosses the
Carlton Bridge Chat
built, and still has the models of be sufficient to make any race a suc
Kennebec River from Bath to Wool
nebec Bridge Was Bound
The proudest member of the Wool- w",,e l'f lhe bridges which were con- cess.
wich, forming the connecting link in wich delegation was ex-Senator F. AV. structed He rode on the locomotive
To Thomaston.
what .Rockland may reasonably look Carlton, whose efforts to obtain the 1 ^en the first trip was made from
A feature of the morning service at
upon as the high road to an era of bridge convinced everybody that the Woolwich to Rockland.
the Universalis*. Church was the
Bath. Oct. 24—(Special)—One of i
great prosperity.
postude, Handel’s "Largo,” played by
From many vantage points hun great structure should be named in
Maine’s newest industries, the Law
Good Bye To Ferry
Miss Margaret Stahl, organist, A. R.
his honor. It was a glad day for the
dreds
upon
hundreds
of
spectators
rence Portland Cement Company
Ferrying of railroad trains across Marsh, violinist, and Mrs. A. K.
veteran contractor, and he was kepi
saw
a
train
of
eleven
cars
come
to
a
plant at Thomaston, being erected
tbo river which has been underway Marsh, pianist. It was finely given
temporary halt on the Woolwich side busy receiving •congratulations.
at a cost of >4,000,000 was joined
for 55 years terminated with the op and won many expressions of ap
* • •
ot'
the
river.
A
halt
just
long
enough
today with the State’s latest con
The first train from the west to eration of Maine Central railroad proval. Mrs. Marsh substituted in
so that another delegation of excurtribution to commerce, the new
cross the bridge was in charge of trains over the great structure yes the place of Miss Mabel F. Lamb
slo.'rsta
might
clamber
into
the
few
>3,000,000 Kennebec Bridge at Bath.
i Silas H. Anderson of Lewiston, who terday. The huge car boat Ferdin- who was away over the weekend.
remaining seats.
This was brought about by the fact
has punched tickets on the Knox & ai.do Gorges went into retirement so
Then Conductor True gave a brief
that the first freight train to pass
Carting and setting 260 tons of steel
Lincoln division many years. Ther. far as service in this part of the
wave of the hand. Engineer Grant
over the new bridge was made up
were 11 heavily laden cars in this country is concerned. Twenty-four which will form the new bridge in
of 14 cars laden with Dragon Ce
pulled the throttle, and the long train
train, Including No. 1600, the private men were affected by the withdraw- Newport, Me., is the man's sized job
began its history- making passage
ment and being rushed to Thomas
i’. of the ferry service.
which has fallen to Fred M. Blackcar
of President Morris McDonald,
ton to complete construction on the
over the blue waters of the Kenne
Among those who completed ser Ington of this city. Mr. Blackington
who,
with
Vice
President
and
General
new plant there.
bec. To the men In the cab and to
vice on tlie boat are two veterans not only has the ability to tackle such
Manager Dana C. Douglass, and sev
Representatives of the Cement
the 860 passengers In the railway
of the line, Capt. Leonardo B. Jobs, but about >20,000 worth of
eral
of
the
directors
were
on
board
Company from Boston, New York,
Chaney who has commanded the
coaches there came a thrill, almost
When this train .pulled into the sta railroad ferries since April 8, 1892, equipment with which to do it. He
Siegfried. Pa., and Thomaston, were
of awe, for what many men had pro
also has the contract to dismantle
tion it had 1500 passengers.
here to participate In the ceremony
when he Jo’ned the old City of Rock the Tillson avenue ice plant and
nounced impossible was now being
• • • •
which marked the passage of the
land,
the
Hercules
next,
then
the
accomplished. The largest excursion
move it when the owners signify the
Irtimediately following the passagi Gen. Knox and later the present desire.
first trains.
Neatly bannered, the
train in the history of the Knox &
of
the
first
two
trains
over
the
bridge
freight moved out of Bath about 11
Ferdlnando
Gorges;
the
other
is
Lincoln pivision was making Its way
o'clock.
The train reached Port
silently 4 and swiftly over the new the only formality of the occasion, ."apt. Robert W. Perkins, who has
Mrs. Bernice Jackson, president of
land Saturday after a record twothree million dollar structure, and the opening of the bridge to railroad been serving as mate of the Gorges, Fales Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R,,
day run from the Lehigh Valley
Like
Capt.
Chaney
he
had
also
served
operation,
in
which
President
McDon

never a Jolt or a Jar to say that the
entertained Past State President Nel
ovei the New York, New Haven &
ald and little three-year-old Fiances 35 years beginning service June 26 lie Stone of Bangor, State president,
rails were not laid on terra flrma.
Hartford Railroad, and Sunday was
as
a
deck
AUaman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of ilia same year, only
Annie Bowden of Camden and Circle
moved to Brunswick where It was
Many watched the train's departure
A"6*"?,1?
Portland, her li.ind
secretary Susie F. Iamb at luncheon
assembled early today and driven
Ferdlnando
Gorges
will
be
from the Woolwich shore, but the fatlier’ the Publicity manager of the
The
Friday noon. Members of Fales Cir
over the Maine Central to Bath. One
laid up for the winter in the Wool
__ ,
____ ______ _»____ »t.. g___ Maine Central, participated. Great
cle met with Mrs. Jackson in the
real welcome came when the train
barner on the train marked It as
white ribbons were spread across the wich dock. George Roberts, elec- afternoon to exemplify the ritual
neared the Bath side where a multi
the first freight to cross the Ken
Bath end of the bridge and tied with tllclan, Charles W. Leavitt, drop work for their annual Inspection.
at Bath
tude of whistles shrieked and where
nebec Bridge while another labelled
a handsome bow knot at the center. engireer In Bath, and Myers E. Recil Refreshments were served and a very
spec tators gathered on the river bank
It as a "Solid Train of Dragon Port
The pretty little miss, dressed entire diop engineer ln Woolwich, wi'l be happy social hour was enjoyed at the
waved
hundreds
of
handkerchiefs
or
land Cement, to Finish Building New
ly in white and wearing a little bou come draw operators on the bridge. dose ot the afternoon.
hats
and
shouted
themselves
hoarse.
England's Own and Only Cement
quet, climbed into the arms of tlie Roberts will became chief ami work
A
few
moments
later
the
train
from
Mill. Thomaston, Maine."
president of the Maine Central sys tlie first trick, with Leavitt on the
“Is It worth while to try to be popu
the Rockland terminal had pulled tri
The entire shipment, officials to
tem and with her deft little fingers second and Reed the third.
lar?” “What is your idea as to the
umphantly into the 'Bath station and
day said, would be consumed In
The
yard
crews
will
go
elsewhere.
pulled the knot apart which untied
most momentous question for each
another from the westward was du
completing Knox County’s newest
the ribbons and railroad operations The first crew is composed of C. P. Individual to settle for himself as to
plicating the trip which has just been
Industry which has already used up
Hall ‘conductor, S. R. Walsh, and
over the great steel structure were
approximately 200.000 bags of ce
described.
Waiter M Rogers, yard brakemen; his life’s objective?" “What Is the
formally declared open by President
ment, the building being of concrete
Scorning to wait until the State’s
tlie second crew is composed of R. best service the Educational Club
and rtdnforeed steel.
More than
W Harmon conductor, Chester AV. renders to its members?” These are
formal dedication Gov. Ralph O. Brew McDonald.
• • • •
300.000 bags will be necessary to fin
Newell and G. S. Atkinson yard the Dr. Cadman discussions for next
ster was among those who came from
Among the passengers on the first
brakemen. The three men who have Thursday’s picnic ait 2 p. m. with
ish the job.
the westward, and attached to this
train from the west was Lawrence J. seniority of service. Hall, Walsh and Mrs. Alice Hall, Warrenton Park.
Today's event was without mis
train also an observation car whose
Colgan,
the
popular
deputy
warden
Hurmon, reported for duty with the Box lunch, reports on membership in
hap. The train was halted at the
.passengers included prominent Maine
of the Maine State Prison, who was switcher in
Rockland
yesterday crease. current events with speaker
Bath station for a brief time to per
Central officials.
returning
from
PorWand.
He
hail
an
mit "shots" by newspaper photogra
morning, while Rogers, Newell and at 5 o’clock.
•To go back a piece wa find 262 per
excellent
window
seat
and
a
CourierAtklnaon are to become road brakephers and movie men from New
sons rubbing sleep-laden eyes and
Gazette representative thought he men and will report at Waterville.
York and Boston. It was (topped
The announcement Is made that
making a bee line for the Maine Cen
was enjoying the occasion Immensely
again Just before It completed pass
• • • •
Charles Leach Gullck. renowned or
tral Station in Rockland, for in order
•
*
•
•
age over the bridge Into Woolwich,
ganist. will appear in a recital of
to meet the schedule the excursion
The Bridge Manager
The lower deck of the bridge car
ard at the Woolwich station other
sacred and patriotic music at the
train must leave Rockland at an un ries a single track for the Maine Cen
Edmund P. Briggs, manager of the
photographs of the train were made
seemly hour. The beaming counten tral Railroad. The tapper deck has a Beth State Ferry since August, 1925, Flist Baptist Church Sunday even
ing. Nov. 20. Mr. Gulick has ap
The train was then run to Rockland
ance of Agent Com ins showed that
20-foot roadway and two 5-foot side will become manager of the Kenne peared in the city at the Methodist
where Is was switched onto the di
the gathering throng had his earnest walks of reinforced cement paved bec bridge as soon as it is ready for
Episcopal Church, where hp made a
rect branch running into the yards
approval, along with unseemly hours.
Tills decision was very favorable Impression hy his
with asphalt concrete. The deepest general use.
of the Thomaston plant. The train
A train of nine passenger coaches
pier is 124 feet below water, and Is reached by tlie State Highway Com mastery of the organ, and his ap
was in tow of one of the giant loco
The first freight to cross the Kennebec Bridge — is a
waa made up on the main line, and a
motives, Number 501, one of the
said to have required the deepest mission and the Information was pearance at the First Baptist Church
Courier-Gazette reporter found that pneumatic caisson ever sunk.
conveyed to Mr. Briggs Friday op their fine Estey organ will be
fourteen car train of Dragon Cement to finish building
largest ever operated on the Rock
It was in charge of Conductor F. S
when all three members paid him a locked forward to with much pleas
• * * *
land branch of the Maine Central.
True, whose regular duty Is to bring
New England's own and only cement mill at Thomaston,
"With the completion of the great visit at the Bath office of tlie State ure Further details will appear.
in the afternoon train from Bruns
Frank Fields, day clerk at the
cement plant in Thomaston," said ferry.
Maine!
* * * •
wick and take out the late afternoon President McDonald, “we are looking
The State football series opened
Thorndike -Hotel, began his annual
train.
The
selection
as
the
man
to
The
Railroad
Agreement
Saturday. Bowdoin defeated Colby 13
vacation yesterday by crossing the
for greater industrial development in
run the first passenger train across that part of the State and this means
New England history is being made — it is an event that
Kennebec River en the first passenger
A working agreement with the to 7, after the Waterville college ap
the new bridge proved a happy one, increased service and it became high Maine Central Railroad for the op parently had the game all sewed up;
train to go over the new bridge, ac
marks
two
great
strides
in
New
England's
progress:
—
for
he
is
one
of
the
Maine
Central
’
s
companied by the members of his
ly important that we recognized and eration of its trains on the new Ken ar.d Maine Indulged in a big parade
most popular officials and found as anticipated this Increase in business. nebec bridge was signed Friday by at Bates’ expense, the score .being
family. Then they proceeded to Port
much
enjoyment
in
this
occasion
as
land for a visit.
Not only will be the running time three of the directors of the bridge 67 to 0. It is quite generally conceded
Kennebec Bridge
did any patron of the excursion. Fred substantially cut down by elimination acting for the State of Maine. They that Colby outplayed Bowdoin on
Baton
was
assistant
conductor,
Nehe
first freight
of the ferrying system, but we will were the chairman, F. !W. Carlton straight football, but lost the game
NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
iniah C. Pike, Harold AV. Walker and
save money In our operating ex of Woolwich, Mayor Ernest L. Mc on breaks and technical blunders. On
Thamaalvas of This Service Per
Fred Pooler were brakemen, and penses. It is an actual fact that un Lean of Augusta and Col .Ernest A the coming Saturday Bowdoin meets
This Service Is To Meet Any
James McClay was baggage-masler. der the old system, the heavier the Robbins of Camden. The fourth di Bates in Brunswick and Maine will
Financial Need
A train doesn’t get far without a business the more costly It became rector, George B. Wood of Rockland, see how badly she can whip Colby
locomotive, and of course everybody to handle it because of the extra fer was absent.
on the latter’s own gridiron.
will want to know who was in the riage." Asked In regard to train
Tills agreement is for a period of
cab. B. AV. Grant, engineer, was the schedules President McDonad said one year and may be revoked at any
There will be an inspection of
man at the throttle; his firemen were that those now in operation have been time on notice hy either party. The Claremont
Commandery,
Knights
J. J. Wilson and F. E. Grant.
A
BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
only tentatively arranged. They may life of the agreement was limited to Templar, Wednesday evening.
* • • *
12
months
because
of
the
fact
that
school of instruction will be held in
become permanent for the fall and
in
actual
operation
it
may
be
found
the afternoon for the officers of the
A Rockland band of 18 pieces, di winter and they may be changed as
IN USE SINCE 1889
rected by Clarence A. Fish, proved to occasion demands or until further tlia' It may be advisable to change Commanderles at Rockland. Camden
certain
details,
and
after
a
year
’
s
and Vinalhaven, to be followed by a
be an indispensable adjunct of the operations show that a revision Is
operation over the structure both the 6 o’clock banquet. In the evening the
excursion, and every Knox County advisable.”
railroad
and
the
State
may
want
to
Commandery will be inspected by
« • • •
passenger was proud of the showing
modify the agreement.
Edward K. Gould, Grand Commander
which it made on parade in Bath.
Willis I. Ayer, Frank C. Fields and
The
original
contract
between
the
The musicians on this occasion were a
Courier-Gazette
representative State through thP directors, was of the Grand Commandery’ of Maine.
There will be a large attendance of
Cornets, C. A. Fish, Robert Stevens, walked across the upper deck as far
signed more than one year ago. This the Grand Officers. The Commandery
Theodore Perry and Charles Mont as the draw, thereby gaining a bet
virtually followed the terms of the
gomery; clarinets. George AV. Rleth ter idea as to the immensity of ftie legislative bridge act and the work will parade with the band at 5 o'clock
Real Estate
Personal Property
en and JC. A. Dunton; baritone, structure than is possible any other ing agreement drawn up recently and escort the grand officers from tlie
Leans Privately
* mi
Charles L. Robinson; altos,^,Kdward way.
To their untrained eyes ii hy the Maine Central railroad and Thorndike Hotel to the Temple.
2—Office ■—2
Hayes, Ansel Wooster and Everett looked as though an impossible task approved by Attorney General Fel
Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 530 P. M.
Richards; saxophone. Harold Thom had been accomplished in a remark lows was signed for the State of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Lawful Rate of Interest
as; b fiat bass, Harvey Linnekin; ably short time.
Maine by Messrs. Carlton, McLean
* • * •
trombones. Bert Bean and E. M
If I had to Ike my life again I would
and Wood as directors of the Kenne
Young; basses, E. K. Maddocks and
The
Bath
Band
which
aided
the
bec bridge and was then forwarded have made a rule to read some poetry and
Forest L. Karl has returned from a
Two men have been sentencel to
Joseph Nuccio; drums, Milton M Rockland Band in furnishing music to the Maine Central railroad for the listen to some music at least once a week.
three weeks’ vacation from his du- 300 years each in Los Angeles, and
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
for the parade, belongs to Ihe Senator signatures of certain officials of that ness.—Charles Darwin.
ties at the Maine Central depot. He there is presumably nothing in the Griffin and Wesley Wasgatt.
Paul Revere’* midnight ride had Baxter Engine Company. Drum Ma company. The directors also noti
made auto trips to Brewer, Harring- climate out there to prevent them
WEARYIN* FER YOU
ton and New Hampshire points, visit- from serving the full terms—Phlla- nothing on the dash which Lou Cook jor Emmons, who is widely known fied the railroad that the road deck
Jest a-weary in’ fer you—
made
to
catch
Lhe
train
after
missing
throughout
the
State
in
that
connec

and
approaches
are
ready
for
use,
ing relatives and attending fairs.
j delphia Inquirer.
All the time a-feelln* blue:
4, it hi Rockland. Fred C. Black came tion, acted as parade marshal. Major thlf notification having been pre Within
’ fer you—wonderin’ when
to his rescue, and with a fast run Emmons owns 16 drum major uni pared by Mayor McLean of the board
You’ll be cornin’ home again;
7
Restless—don’t know what to do—
by auto landed Mr. Cook at the forms valued at >1000. He has been
• • • •
Jest a-we^ryln’ fer you I
Thomaston station In season to make a truant officer ln the Bath schools
It is time to plant your Tulips
Taking Needed Precautions.
connections. Being a member of the 25 years and Is affectionately re
Keep a-mopln* day by day :
A crossing gate has been placed In
Dull—In everybody’s way ;
Chamber o.f Commerce’s special garded by the school children, to
and Hyacinths in the garden and to
Folks they smile an’ pass along
position
on
the
highway
deck
of
the
bridge committee Lou didn’t fancy whom he never speaks a cross word.
Wonderin’ what on earth Is wrong;
new
bridge
which
will
be
let
down
* * • *
the idea of being left behind
Twouldn’t help ’em if they knew—
when the draw span is to be elevated
plant and store in the cellar those
Jest a-wearyln’ fer joul
Rockland
waa
represented
officially
One
of
the
earliest
arrivals
at
the
On and after November 1st the store of
for the passage of river craft. It is
station was George E. Torrey, to by Mayor James F. Carver and Mu similar to the ordinary crossing
Room’s so lonesome, with your chair
Huston-Tuttle Book Co., oldest and largest
pots of Bulbs that are to blossom
whom the first excursion ticket had nicipal Judge Frank B. Miller, a id gates found on all highways. In ad
Empty hy the fireplace there.
Jest can’t stand the sight o* it 1
been sold. His fame had spread even Knox County by Sheriff Frank F. dition there will be automatic road
Book, Stationery and Athletic Supplies
Go outdoors an’ roam a bit:
_
for you in the early winter. Time,
to Bath, and there were many In Harding. There was an ex-mayor in way signals to be placed beside the
But the woods Is lonesome, too.
store in Rockland, will be under the manage
Jest a-wearyln fer you 1
quirles for him. Mr. Torrey it wlh the party, E. L. Brown, and an ex- road, which will be Illuminated at
be remembered, was a passenger on sheriff, Raymond E. Thurston.
too, to fill your fern dishes and
night, Indicating to drivers whether
ment of
Comes the wind with sounds that’s Jes’
•
♦
•
•
j the first railroad train from Bath to
Like the rustlin' o’ your dress;
they may "Stop” or "Go."
EUGEAN A. CLARK
Willis I. Ayer good naturediy con
An’ the dew on flower an’ tree
' Rockland.
Both signals and gates will oper
bring in the out door plants that
Tinkles
like your steps to me I
Probably the oldest excursionist sented to carry the transparency ate when the span is to be raised,
Violets, like your eyes so blue—
a well known Rockland young man.
I in the party was Uncle Ferdinand S which bore such legends as "Hurrah the signal Hashing the "Stop" sign
Jest a-weary In’ fer you 1
,
will bloom for a while inside. You
ITiiibrlck, the welt known Grand For the Carlton Bridge," “Hall the and the gate will lower before the
At the time we will run a great Sacrifice
Mornln' comes, the birds awake
Army veteran, but who in spite of his Day," and “Rockland and Bath."
span commences to rise. The sign
(Them that sung so fer your sake!).
« » • •
need Bulbs, Dishes, Jardiniers,
Sale of overstocked merchandise at
81 years marched over the entire
will not change to “do” until after
But there’s sadness in the notes
That come thrillin’ from their throats!
The Rockland Chamber of Com the span has been lowered and the
route In Bath.
Another veteran
Seem to feel your absence, too—
Ferneries, Ferns and Plant Food,
( Grand Army man aboard was Adel- merce banner was borne by Lou Cook gate has been raised.
Jest a-wearyln' fer you!
The railroad will also be fully pro
! bent Jones of Warren, who will be and Albert S. Peterson.
•
•
•
•
Evenin’ comes: I miss you more
tected
by
signals
to
prevent
the
and we are ready to supply them.
! 84 in February. Edward A. Knowl
Watch The Courier-Gazette Thursday for a
When the dark is in the door;
Marching at the head of the parade plunging of trains in to the river
ton of Rockland, who is 82, but
'Pears jest like you orter be
few of the items in this great Clearance Sale.
There to open it fer me 1
doesn't look It, was runner-up in this were the mayors of the two cities, when the span is raised.
Latch
goes tinklin’—thrills me through.
Charles H. Cahill of Rath and James
race for age honors.
Sets me wearyln’ fer you I
The L. T. L. will hold a rally so
Charles T. Spear Is quite a long *’■ Carver of Rockland, and George
way from the octogenarian class but B. AVood, a member of the Bridge cial Thursday afternoon at 2.30
Jest a-wearyln’ fer you—•
oclock in the Bunday school rooms
he recalled a trip from Rockland to Commission.
AU the time a-feelln* blue!
Rockland
399 Main Street
» « « •
of the Baptist Church. There will be
Wlshln’ fer you—wonderin' when
Bath under quite different circum
Rockland,
Me.
117-tf
You’ll be coinin' home again;
Each excursionist wore a Rockland a charge of five cents to members
stances. Thia was in the spring of
Restless—don’t know what to do—
1866. Mr. Spear started from Rock- Chamber of Commerce placard, and and those who wish to join the Le
Jest a-wearyln’ fer you!
land by stage coach at 2 a. m. and‘t must have been manifest to the gion; all others ten cents.
—Frank L. Stanton.

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable la
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established k
1846. In 1874 the Courier waa established
and consolidated wfth the Gazette ln 1882.
The Free Press was established ln 1855, and
In 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Thrilling Moment As Excursion Train From
Rockland Passes Over State’s New ThreeMillion Dollar Structure—Rockland Cham
ber of Commerce Parades Bath Streets and
Mayor “Jimmie” Has His Picture “Took.”

The first freight
crosses the new

Kennebec
Bridge/

gives to New England transportation
advantages never before enjoyed; and the
to cross will help finish the mill in which Dragon
Cement will become New England's own product!
THE LAWRENCE CEMENT CO.

ragoti

LAND C^CEMENT
PORTLAND

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

Announcement,

g
j
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g
Y
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Values Never Before Possible

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK CO.
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The Courier-Gazette
Uockl&ud. Maine, Oct. 2.1, 19(2".
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddte, who
on oelh declare* that he is Tressman In the
offlce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of thia paper of Oct. 22, 1827 there was
printed a total of 6210 copies.
riefore me.
FRANK B. MILLER.

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON
« WEEKLY

Owe no man any thing, but to lovo
one another. Thou shalt not steal.
Thou shalt not covet. Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself.—
Romans 13:8, 9.

By R, M, Washburn

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Notary Public.

THE OPEN BRIDGE

Yesterday satv brought to fruition
the hopes, the dreams, the ambitions
of the people living here upon these
eastern coasts of Maine. At last
they see themselves set free from
the disadvantages imposed by the
river that divided them from the
other parts of the modern world.
When time was young a ferry-boat
seived very well. It linked us with
a world that went with sober gait.
But as the world progressed and took
on swifter motion, we have in
creasingly realized how far behind
the great procession we were drop
ping.
With the opening of the
Bridge this state of things disap
pears. No longer is our life and op
portunity for progress compelled to
adjust its step to the archaic mo
tions of the ferry-boat. We feel
that the passing of the first train
over a completed structure marks
the entry of this region upon an
era of progress which even the old
est of us may come to have some
share in. These are gratifying re
flections. Nor do we neglect to ex
press admiration over the amazing
rapidity that has attended the car
rying on of the work. That it should
have been begun and completed
within the narrow space of two
years evokes universal satisfaction,
and applause.
THAT RADIO SET

We think there are several of our
readers who are purposing to have
part in the matter but thus far have
neglected to take ayitm. Allusion
is made to the fund being raised for
the purchase of a radio set for Rock
land's Home for Aged Women. There
is no canvass being made, you un
derstand. It is purely a freewill af
fair. Time sometimes hangs heavy
upon the women whose life has nar
rowed to the walls of the Home.
What enlargement of their days and
nights may proceed from radio, our
readers acquainted with that won
derful instrument can best appreci
ate. The fund aimed at—one hun
dred dollars—is about three-quarters
in hand. Subscriptions sent to The
Ccurier-Guzette will be acknowl
edged in this column.
Previously reported
.......... $75.30
Mary Perry Rich ........................
1.00

Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. is a
journalist at Washington. These are
apt to earn what thep spend. It is
his wont to relax at the Cove in Bev
erly in Massachusetts in those arid
days when the June-bug is happy
and when many men are miserable.
There he has found that too scarce
exhibit, a congenial mother-in-law.
Cabot has but one Achilles tendon.
He is a young man. ‘He is on the
k lted side of thirty. So his foot
prints are not row as clear as they
will be. on the unmaeadamed paths of
life. He is yet to come, completely.
Nevertheless already he has estab
lished his capacity. In him modesty,
also, in the young unhappily often an
emaciated virtue, keeps step with his
great talents. Because of which con
siderations he will safety survive a
second commendation by this Weekly
in the short space of 15 months. To
him. with his balance, even such a
commendation as this is not an in
toxicant, in an era when it is hard
to find any, that is legitimately. So
"proceed." in the words of that emi
nent and worthy seer. Dr. Cadman.
as he awaits with the impatience of
the rapid gatllng another inter
rogatory.
• • • •

It was natural for this bov with his
traditions to be graduated at Har
vard, as it is for the infant along the
Esplanade to wind his well-washed
lips around the neck of a (WalkerGordon bottle, where it is said to be
hard for the bacillus to enter into the
marriage relation. So is it hard for
Mr. iBorah always to smother men
tion of himself on the front pages of
the metropolitan journals. Then in
those college days came to Cabot his
first epoch. A rash broke out on
his system, symptoms which he had
inherited. It was a Republican rash.
He became an active Republican and,
with a young man also with a name
widely-known, one Boise Penrose. 2d.
this rash found a remedy in the for
mation of a society known as the
Harvard Republicans. This was
somewhat incongruous activity in
that atmosphere of alleged party in
dependence. as though a total ab
stainer from strong drink should seek
to enter the Constitutional Liberty
League of Boston. Then the young
man established his party loyalty and
courage, the right to be a Lodge, a
Cabot of the Cabots, or, in the ver
nacular of the late J. Fennimore
Cooper, a man without a cross.
• • • •
It is beyond the scope of this
Weekly to contend that the Harvard
Republicans was a wise step on the
part of this young man, for this
Weekly is distinctly non-controvcrsial It is never as happy as it is in
the atmosphere of the Christmas sea
son, when the anthems in the cathe
drals echo with the words: "Peace
on earth. Good will toward man.”
So it is content to assert, simply,
that young Lodge then went out on
the war-path for the party. For he
is his grandfather’s grandson. And
the old man was happy, very happy,
in the sun and shadows where he sat.
For he was proud, a great virtue
when justified as in him. And the
boy liked what he liked and the
senior saw in him the life he loved
to live. And the boy took the 10
talents, not only as a faithful stew
ard but also with the efficiency of an
Incorporated trustee.

“Yes, Willard Mack is right, Luckies !

IN A MAIN BOUT

are best,” says Paul Berlenbach

Al. Wilson Will Be the Big
Noise At Friday Night’s
Exhibition.

Popular pugilist tells
his manager,Benedict
Sterns, that Lucky
Strikes are the finest
cigarettes.

Willard Mack,
Noted Author, Producer
and Actor,
writes:

“We people of the theatre are, as

You, too, will find that
LUCKY STRIKES
give the greatest
pleasure—Mild and
Mellow, the finest

a rule, extremists. This is the
reflex action from overwrought
nerves. When a man smokes forty
cigarettes a day, as I do, he must
be sure of his brand. I smoke
Lucky Strikes because I have
found they are soothing to the
nerves and at the same time they
cause no throat irritation. My
voice is always in perfect condi
tion and I am never troubled by
any coughing which might be
annoying to me in my work as
an actor.’"

cigarettes you ever
smoked. Made of the
choicest tobaccos,
properly aged and
blended with great
skill, and there is an

extra process—“ITS
TOASTED” —no
harshness, not a bit
of bite.

It’s toasted
No Throat Irritation-No Cough.

MONTON’

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-UMAINST. ROCKLAND’

Now here is what the crowd has
een wanting to see—Al Wilson in a ‘
tin bout. He has been slowly but '
surely working his way to the top, 1
nd the Elks charity committee has j
done a very nice and suitable thing :
making him a top-liner for next
riday night s show.
Wilson's opponent is Joey Ross of
ynn. Mass., a vigorous two-fisted
boxer, who somehow has gained a
notion that the Rockland boy would
make excellent mincemeat and he is
coming down to put him through the
machine. We shall see what we shall
see. Anyhow there will be 18 ex
iting minutes for those at the ring..vle. if each allows the other to stay
that long.
Battling Maloney whose domicile
overlooks the p’.acid waters of the
Keag. has been staving boards off the
backyard fence the past few weeks,
and announces himself fit to take on
K. C.” Mozzini of the cement plant.
These boys will box four two-minute
rounds in the semi-finals.
The other bou’swill be: Jerry Leon- ,
rd of the Cement Plant vs Jimmy
Lawrence of Weymouth, Mass, and
Fighting Sukeforth of the Cement 1
Plant vs young Wall of Rockland.
Get your seat reservations now.

Women’s

Knit Underwear
A Special October Selling
THIS WEEK IS
HARVARD MILLS

MERODE WEEK
The perfect foundation of the winter silhouette is in this

FOUND A STILL

knit underwear. Simplicity is the keynote. Slim lines and

Sheriffs Make a Successful
Raid At Qwl’s Head—Re
spondent Gets Jail.

comfort are achieved through correct proportions, and even

Acting in response to many comlaints the sheriff's force raided the
house of M. R. Tripp at Owl's Head
Saturday, and in the basement found
stilt, 20 gallons of mash and a
small quantity of alcohol. Mr. Tripp
gave bail in the sum of $500 for his
ppearance at Municipal Court yes
terday morning.
Such is the man's physical condi
tion that Recorder Butler yielded to
the recommendation of the sheriffs,
and the hearing took place in Mar
shal Webster’s office. The respond
ent was given the minimum sentence
$100 and costs and two months in
tail, with two months additional if
the fine is not paid. He was com
mitted.
The sheriff's force and federal men
also searched two places in St. George
Saturday but found no contraband.
Later in the day they visited a
h< use on Beechwoods street, Thomaston, but although four men
searched thoroughly for two hours
try a drop of hootch could they
find.

de

weaving. Prices represent a distinct saving.

KNIT UNDEfi.WI.Ali

Children’s Merode Union Suits, Dutch

Dutch neck, elbow sleeve, ankle length;
also low neck, no sleeve, ankle length.
Union Suits $2.35 and $2.25 value. For
Merode Week, per suit—

neck, elbow sleeves, knee length, me
dium weight—

$1.39 and $1.59|

$1.98

Merode Special Union Suit
tSes $1-00

j* Wonder Values

j*

m

"ON MY SET”

tion which ought to he set out in de ter: “Your obedient servant.” Here
tail, to quiet the curious.
the humor is superb, for some may
• • • «
reasonably question the servility
A crisis, perhaps, in the English of such a servant. The Dean, while
Church may justify a diversion of he may not fancy the hymn: “Oh
the normal activities of this Weekly. beautiful isle of somewhere." for if,
Charity is apparently more in jeop he did he would doubtless dare to snv
ardy among certain of the clergy than so. must sing sympathetically the
even in places politique. Dean Inge martial words: "Fight the good
is the Dean of St. Paul's Cathedral, fight." or "Onward Christian sold
London. The Deans first established iers," with the cross of Jesus not left
themselves when one christened behind the door, as amended by
Dudley appeared in Cambridge, some peace-loving priests. The story
Massachusetts, in the fall of 1897. of the Dean is quite a story, to be
Then Harvard • became no longer a read to advantage by some of the
synonym of defeat. He was a Dud anemic, as that of a priest with a
Total to date ............................ $76.30
who was not a dud. He then won a punch. Otherwise, some politicians
game against Yale with a hit so long may loose caste with those who love
We are frank to acknowledge that
that the outfielders lost all interest virile life. There is. it seems, as
in the bail. To go back. One of the crying a need for a missionary in the
were Mrs. Grayson to ask for our
big guns of the English Church is chancel at St. Patti's as at a ward
advice—which so far she has not
Canon Bullock-Webster. It is un caucus. Hence this diversion, today,
done—we should recommend her re
known to me, and immaterial, for the cause of Charity, which is
maining where she is, securely set
whether he is a descendant of one said to be greater than either Faith
Chandler Bullock of Worcester, now or Hope. For a layman may someupon the firm, safe sands of Old
very much alive, or of Daniel Web- | times in some respects save the
Orchard. The daily renewal of first
* • « *
ster of Marshfield, now for some time ! clergy,
page headlines announcing recurrent
Then came in 1926 the Butler issue very much dead.
which
proceeded
to
divide
families.
Uncle Sam's Oldest Pensioners
postponement of her ocean flight
has reduced our interest in the con But it did not divide this young man's
The Dean has written the Canon:
Among
Uncle Sam's oldest pen
family which then inventoried two.
templated performance to its lowest Young Lodge plunged in and, pur “Since you have had the impertinence sioner" Mark Thrash, a Georgia ne
to write me in connection with what
point. Women swimming the Eng suant to the blood of his race, he
gro heads the list.
Records of the
occurred yesterday I must reply that
went
in
all
over.
With
uniforms
and
lish Channel and women flying the
until I receive t’om you a full and retirement division, Department of
drums and torches, he and his
Atlantic Ocean equally leave us cold.
proper apology for your scandalous Interior, show that he was born ir.
marched for the cause. For it was as and disgraceful behaviour in braw
Virginia in 1820 and served his mas
natural for him to cling to a Butler
Meantime Lindbergh remains the in the public service as to a butler ling in the Cathedral I must refuse to ter as a slave for 40 years.
The
have any communication with you
supreme star in the galaxy of flying in his domestic life. So he and his whatever." This letter reemphasizes three oldest men still receiving an
artists.
Witness his conclusion marched all the way, one wet night a unique personally. There is un nuity on being retired from active
Sunday of the twenty-two thou when spats lose their integrity, from happily lhtle charity in this chame. government service are Thrash, age
Cambridge to Boston. It was the
sand mile tour of the country which first time that a Lodge had played in and less logic than with some lay- (107; Charles F. Metz, 101, and Sam
man, for the Dean subscribes his let- j uel W. Saxton, 98. —The Pathfinder.
has followed the triumphal return the streets, from a time to which the
from his ocean flight. When his memory of man does not run. And
Spirit of St. Louis—“We"— dropped he did as he should have done. This
the Lodges always have done,
out of the sky and the reporters at that is mostly.
* * • •
the head of the crowd welcomed
COON’S ICE CREAM IN BRICKS
lie turned to journalism. With
him, with view to giving him further
newspaper publicity, "Where," one great good sense he then removed his
Bars 5c. Pails 5c; and Bulk
appendix, "2nd,” which he had worn
asked, “can we see you tomorrow?” til that time, substituting therefor
To which the Colonel with charac that of "Jr.” This showed him, to
COLD DRINKS AND COLLEGE ICES
teristic modesty replied: "I don't all who saw his card, to be in direct
believe that's going to be necessary. line of descent, while that of 2nd
Ask about our Special Halloween Brick
may be seized hy anyone, a danger
1 feel that I have won the right to from which no one of us is exempt.
dtop out of the public view for Further, an affix of some sort pro
’S
awhile." Fine chap, every way you tects the two identities of grand
Home Made Sweets
father
and
grandson.
So
when
one
take hint.
goes to the library for the stimulat
ing writings of the grandfather he
(With Thinksgiving Day only
402 Main Street, Rockland
does not come away with those of
month ahead of us. the subject of the boy. from which chance tiie
128-130
turkey glowingly presents itself to younger Roosevelt has not protected
the imaginative minds of our read posterity.
....
ers, both those engaged in the pro
With this background, what justi
At the Sign of
duction of that popular member of fies tiie appearance of young I-odge in
rth National Bank:
society and those of us w ho associ this Weekly at this time? He has
ate him inseparably with the Na discovered an Assistant Secretary of
the Treasury, Seymour Lowman, in
tional anniversary.
Do any con an act of tilt, a-vlres, as lie says. Mr.
siderable portion of our farmer read Lowman, it seems, has raised tome
THE
ers todaj- cultivate the turkey? Let tariff duties against France, without
us reproduce for their benefit these authority, as young Lodge says It
is said that if Lowman goes out it
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
avoids of wisdom uttered by the Na will be the boot of young Ix>dge
tional Bureau of Agriculture:
which has kicked the goal. ‘From all
Offers
To fatten turkeys for the market of which it may lie concluded that
begin about the first of November young Lodge is more than a mere
A complete banking service conducted undor the
Feed just enough at a time so the reciter of facts. He shows more than
birds will go away a little hungry, this, a determination to make the
direct supervision of the
gradually increasing the quantity public service more what it should be.
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
until they are given all they will from bis angle. Should some one slip
73 Years' Continuous Business
clean up three times a day durin on a har.ana peel, he is not content to
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the week before marketing. It is j wire bis chief but he sets out to lo
good plan to feed equal parts of cate the gentleman who ate the ba
MEMBER OFTHE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
wheat and oats during the first part nana and should have swallowed the
A. S. BAKER, President.
E. F. BERRY, Cashier
of the fattening season, gradually skin, for the protection of the public.
J. N. SOUTHARD, Vice President
changing to corn as the weather be This is to his credit. Of such is
DONALD C. LEACH, Assistant Cashier
comes cooler.
Old corn is much young Lodge. And this story justifies
better for turkeys than new corn, a mother-in-law in her sympathy
but it must be free from mustiness. with a son-in-law, a strange condiHeavy feeding of new corn often
results in scours.
Gompers' long career in the presi
The American Federation of La dency, and it is seen again in the rebor believes in the retention of an election of President William Green
Los
official who has given it good ser at the annual convention in
vice. This was shown by Samuel Angeles.

NEW ICE CREAM PARLOR NOW OPEN

NOOK
-tWEET

—^HOP

North NahonalBank
Rockland, Main©

Lamps

My Saturday night log showed
several atatione out of the ordi
nary, among them WBBM, WIP,
KYW, WTAM and WFL The op
eretta “My Princes" waa coming
in well over a chain of stations.

Thanks to Bill Harrison, who
cruises the air nightly for W E El,
I renewed acquaintance Sunday
night with PWX of Havana,
Cuba. I heard Mr. Harriaon say
that the station was coming in
faintly on 403 meters, and imme
diately switching to that point
heard PWX signing off. I had
almost begun to think I would
never hear Cuban signal letters
again. If you follow this man
Harrison night after night you
will get many valuable tips.

We Are Offering a Splendid, Com
plete New Line of Lamps of Every
Type For Every Purpose.
“A Lamp for Every Corner”
Priced $2.00 and Upwards

Don Amazio, the wizard is
back on the WJZ chain. Quite a
bit of good entertainment there.

The Saturday football broad
casts are very popular. The big
games are now on.
•Be

BOUDOIR LAMPS

FLOOR LAMPS,

TABLE LAMPS,

Stonington Furniture Co.
LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

Rockland, Maine

Phone 980

313-319 Main Street

The Red and Blue chain ie to
broadcast a Navy Day program
Thursday night.

generations of the Dunton family who
lived In Hope, Lincolnville and other
towns? 1 would like to know the name
of the first settler there, and the
names of his children. Would espe- •
eialiy like to learn tho names of bha
About the Ounton Family
parents of Mercy Dunton, born 1780-1, (
Editor of The Courier-Qaaette:—
married John Heg| and lived in Lin
In compiling a family history, I colnville.
find that I am in need of some infor1 would also like io know: Who
nrilion which thus far I have been
ur able to obtain and I thought that was Jane Webb, who married Thomas
some of the numerous readers of your Kendall of Hope, alxxut 1805 or 1806?
valuable paper might be able and Any information will be duly appreci
ated.
C. A. B. Long.
willing to help me.
Matinicus, Oct. 22.
Can anyone tell me about the early

WE WANTERKNOW!

OVERCOATS
| A Golden Opportunity To Make a Large Sav

ing On Your Overcoat For Thia Winter.

125 Fine Overcoats

PUBLIC

"at

INVITATION

‘ ’’

The public is cordially invited to attend the
Style Show of

•

_

Greatly Reduced

Prices!

WALK-OVER

| We Offer This Great Seasonal Opportunity ii

Shoes' for Women

Buy Now! The Sale Is On!

Our Closing Out Sale

to be held at

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Wednesday, October 26/27
The factory salesman will be with us at this time and it
will give you an opportunity to pick out your
Fall and Winter Shoes

REMEMBER AT

MEN’S SUITS
Tremendous Values in

MEN’S SUITS—ALL GRADES

MIKE ARMATA
THE NORTHEND CLOTHING STORE

McLAIN’S
•--X-. UV*

. LX?--

| Rankin Block

Rockland, Mainel

-l_ ». .r-

rveryOther-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 26-29—-State Teachers’ Vonrcfttlo®.
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 27—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau In Warren.
Oct. 28—(Starring exhibition at The Arcade.
Oct. 31—Shakespeare 'Society meets With
>Irs. H. B. Fales, Camden street.
Oct. 31—Chapin Class Hallowesa daces at
Temple hall.
Nov. 4—Rockport—Blue Star Fair and play
at Masonic hah.
Nov. 7-11—Five-day Institute of First Bap
tist Church.
Nov. 9—M. E. Fair.
Nov. 9—Jefferson poultry show.
Nov. 11—A^tplstlce Day
Nov. 16—Unlversalist Fair, "A motor UlP
through Maine.”
Nov 24—tMethebesec Club meets With Mrs.
Matie Little, Broadway.
Nqv. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 5—Municipal election.
Dec. 21—jttrst day of winter.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

Weather Thi> We*k
Weather outlook lor the week in
the North Atlantic Stales: Frequent
short periods of rain. Moderate teipperatures first haX and colder latter
half over south portion and co.oJ most
ot week over north portion.

APPLETON

HORSE RACING

Sorter

KNOX TROTTING PARK

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26
THE LAST RACE OF THE SEASON

Autos Free

James Costello, clerk at the Guar
antee Clothing Company’s store Is on
a vacation this week.
The Ladies’ Aid of Csuhing will
serve supper at the town house this
evening at about G o’clock.

Harold Blackington left Sunday for
Miami Beach, Fla., where he will be
employed as chauffeur during the
winter.
Eber J. Davis, general superintend
ent of the Lawrence Portland Cement
Company, was Initiated into Rockland
Lodge of Elks last night.
. William J. Sullivan has returned
to his desk as bookkeeper for M. B.
& C, O. Perry after a fortnight's va
cation, spent mostly around home.

A. C. (“Barney”) Ingraham is back
on the night desk of the Thorndike
Hotel, having completed his annual
vacation. The Night Court Is itself
again.

Crosby, the Harvard fullback, who
has been shining In the games of the
early season, is a cousin of E. M,
O’Neil, proprietor of the Thorndike
Hot cl.
J. C. Berry is again employed at
the W. H. Glover Co.’s block mill on
Tillsoji Avenue, getting the glad hand
from ftis former associates after an
absence of five years.

The Ladles Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will hold its
monthly missionary meeting with
Mrs. Louise Cables, 17 Blrclj street,
M i^nesdgy.
Those not solicited
plciiK, take pastry.
Henry Jordan didn’t exactly ij»'a
i circus out on the ^Waldoboro road
yesterday, but when four moose (two
bulls, a cow and a calf) crossed the
highway sipgfy file he began te’.think
• it almost as good as a race at Knot
Trotting Park.
x
The fur flew in the W. H. Glover
Co.’s office yesterday when Earle
Dow returned from a fortnight’s va
cation and proceeded to make up for
lost time. jftr. Dow spent part of his
vacation in Boston, and then gave
a demonstration in domestic science
in the Dow homestead while the Mrs.
had a vacation.
The
Rockland
Veteran
Fire
men's Association won from the
Wlaldoboro Veteran Firemen's Asso
ciation at the Star Alleys last night
2456 to 2386. "Ty" Cobb was high
man with a five-string total of 556
and Fogg was second with 526. IB.
Smith and Fitch were tied for high
on the Waldoboro team with 507 each.
The series now stands Waldoboro two
games and Rockland one.

Pleasant Valley Grange is giving
n supper, entertainment and social
at their hall, Talbot avenue, Oct 28.
Supper served at 5.30, price 35 cents;
entertainment, adults, 25 cents, chil
dren 10 cents. Music by Harvies’
Harmonies.—adv
127-129.

«S5iS«LKHK

FOLKS IMPERILLED

Races Called At 1.00 P. M.
Children Free
Grandstand Seats Free
125-126

BEANS BAKED IN THE GROUND
BENEFIT SUPPER

Seeing no train and hearing neither
whistle nor bell, Maynard Brown of
Appleton drove onto the Maine Cen
tral crossing at the junction of
Pleasant and Broad streets Saturday
afternoon just as the inbound pas
senger train started on the down
grade toward the railroad station.
The locomotive struck the touring
car just aft of the left forward wheel
and dragged the motor vehicle per
haps 75 feet before the train came to
a stop.
William Collins, who had been oc
cupying the forward seat with the
driver escaped uninjured from the
terrific Impact and tearing a hole in
the covering of the car made his es
cape through the roof.
The others were not so fortunate,
and when removed from the ruins
were taken to Knox Hospital in the
Bowes & Crozier ambulance.
Mrs. Maynard Brown had bad cuts

on the face anl one of her eyes was
temporarily closed. Her nerves are
naturally very much unstrung by the
fearsome ordeal.
Mrs. Lou Stanley who was on the
rear seat with Mrs. Brown, suffered
such severe injuries to her back that
it pains her very much to move in
bed.
Mr. Brown has cuts on the head
and his left leg was injured but he is
able to move around, rather awk
wardly, to be sure, with the aid of
crutches. He is at the home of his
aunt, Mrs. Forrest E. Cottrell, on
whom the members of the party had
made a brief call just before starting
on their ill-fated homeward journey.
He doesn't recall a tiling that hap
pened after he drove from Mrs. Cot
trell's yard.
Mrs. Brown had been to Rockland
to consult a doctor, and the accident
was an unfortunate aftermath of her
errand.

FOR BETTER SERVICE

A BAD SUMMER

Grange Hall, South Thomaston

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28
— 5.30 to 7.00 o'clock
: : MENU :
Beans, baked in the ground
Sauer Kraut
Molasses Doughnuts
Cheese
Brown Bread
White Bread
Pumpkin Pie
Apple Pie
Cakes
Coffee and Tea
PRICE—35 Cents to those who furnish food; 50 Cents to others.

The Maine Central presented each
excursionist yesterday with a little
souvenir pamphlet, in which ap
peared the following statement re
garding better service between Bath
and Rockland:
“The Maine Central ferry service
which for years has been plying be
tween Bath and Woolwich carrying
train-loads x of passengers, car after
car of freight, is now a thing of the
past as the Maine Central keeps In
step with modern transportation
progress.
“It Is now superseded by this newthree million dollar double-decked
highway and
railroad structure
which means to our patrons acceler
ated train schedules between Bath
and Rockland. The total length of
the bridge Is 2,220 feet. It consists
of nine spans, the longest of which
is 330 feet, the weight of the largest
span being nearly two million
pounds. The total weight of metal
In the structure will approximate
9,000 tons.
“The novel feature of the bridge is
the lift span, resting between tow
ers rising to a height of 220 feet
abeve the piers. These towers carry
four immense drums or sheaves over
each of which pass 16 wire cables.
The span Is operated by electric
motors.
"The bridge connects at a vital
point the immense volume of traffic
across the Kennebec River and will
enable the Maine Central to render
a degree of service that heretofore
has been impossible with the river
crossing, on account of the congest
ed conditions that have existed for
years at the ferries. It will make
possible the greater development of
the area between Woolwich and
Rockland.’’

TO-DAYS'

US1C

NEW RESIDENTIAL SECTION OF ROCKLAND

KNOW THAT YOUR
INSURANCE 'WAS
WORTH MANY
TIMES WHAT

< IT COST/
are making it cost less,
returning 20% of all fire
premiums paid to us for
in “The Fitchburg.”

cd

Eastern Real Estate Co.

INCSTATS
AGENTS

E25MAIN ST. TEL 98
ROCKLAND, MAINE

.

As To Weather But See
What the Summer Tour
ists Did For Us.

From records at hand which have
been accurately' checked, the past
summer was the best on record for
Charles G. Coughlin was home
William S. White has purchased
from University of Maine to spend the 'Nathan F.' Cbbb house at 29
the past four years as to the num
the weekend.
Beech street, and will occupy It after
ber of out-of-state visitors and
extensive repairs are made.
money spent within the State. The
Benjamin Reed has moved from the
records on hand show that approxi
Bicknell house, Knox street Into the
The first regular meeting of the
Melvin apartment on Wargen street. Womans Association of the Fit-st
mately 1,100,000 visited Maine in
1926. A check to date shows the
Baptist Church will be held in the
The Past Noble Grands are In
parlors Wednesday at 3 oclock.
past season increased this number
vited to meet at Odd Fellows hall. j.
considerably.
Round Pond, Oct. 29. • Supper will
be served at 6 o'clock.
I Tlle state Convention of the ChrisTaking as one barometer, out-of state
____
I tian Endeavor Association will be
cars entering Maine through Port
Dr. Ellingwood has been spen jog- held in Woodfords on Friday, Saturland were checked at the Publicity
ging his handsome bay gelding, The ' dal' and Sunday of this week. RockBureau as they passed Longfellow
Sheik and it looks as though they ' land ls to send several delegtaes.
might carry the honors In the 2.13 ,
-----Square going east.
The check
class Wednesday.
Funeral services for the late Fred
showed from June 10 to Sept. 4 a
S. Rhodes, 71, who died Sunday, will
count of 40,253 cars as against 36,The Young Woman’s Missionary be held from the family home, 38
8C2 for 1926. The number of per
Society connected with the Little Talbot avenue, tomorrow at 2 o'clock.
field Memorial Church, will meet Rev. Mr. Browne officiating. Obitu
sonal calls at the Bureau for the
Thursday evening withli Sirs. Wil ary is deferred.
samp period was 27.320 the past
liam Bragg, Maverick street.
sun mcr as against 25.712 for 1926.
| This is an actual check, not guess
Which shall it be? That is the
Monday Oct. 31, Mrs. H.,.. Fales
work, on but one of the several en
question horsemen are asking and it
will be hostess to the Shakespeare
trances into Maine for the tourist.
Society at her home on TCamden will be answered Wednesday at Knox
Government statistics taken from
The rae will be
street, with Mrs. Harriet Frost lead Trotting Park.
the customs officials’ records of the
er. Act III of “As You Like t” will called at '1 oclock and the three
cars going into New Brunswick from
classes are well filled.
bo read.
Malre show a 50 percent increase
over 1926. These records are taken
Edwin Libby Relief forps will hold
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Coombs and son
at the Calais-St. Stephens and the
Osmond. Isabelle Hammond of Win Its regular meeting Thursday evening.
Houlton-Woodstock gateways
All
ter Harbor and Mrs. Fannie Sargent There Is work, to be done in the
of these cars had to pass practically
of . South , <Jpu)dsboro have been evening. The first of the circle sup
the length of Maine, usually stop
\eeeken8 guests of Mrs.
Ttob- pers will be served at 6 oclock, with
ping for days enroute to New
ficts, 10 tfranite street.
Mrs. Mary B. "Cooper and Mrs. Re
Brunswick so that Maine business
becca Ingraham as housekeepers.
Interests benefited from practically
The
second
Mist
Rockland,
Miss
Leoh J. White and family are in
nil of this class of tourists.
Maxine Boyd and her twin sister.
Boston for « few days, "WTtile Mr.
While some of the coastal resorts
The much-talked of new Eugene Miss Arlene Boyd, left Saturday for
■White has. a .va'catiefc that justly be permanent wave outfit has been In
d’d not do as much business as last
Philadelphia
where
they
will
spend
longs to him after a busy summer. stalled in the Ma Belle Beauty
year due to the extremely cold
Kenneth,V. White ie managing the Shoppe and proven very satisfactory the winter with their aunt Mrs. weather that prevailed throughout
Trebilcox.
Miss
Arlene
will
attend
store in his absence.
through its official tests. The pro the Philadelphia Photography School the New England states, records
show that the tourists spread out
prietor, Miss Margaret Nutt, is back
Choir rehearsal of the M. E. in the Ma Belle following an inten while Miss Maxine will take a course more Into the interior throughout
in
beauty
parlor
work.
Their
aunt,
church last evening was followed sive course in the Eugene Permanent
every section of the State, thus
Mrs. Rose Atkins accompanied them
by election of officers: President, Wave Training School in Boston.
distributing their patroruQre more
as
far
as
Boston,
where
they
will
Mis. Raymond Anderson; tVice pres
than heretofore Instead of centraliz
attend
the
American
Convention.
ident, Myron E. young; secretary.
ing in a particular section.
Orrin
J.
Dickey,
the
Belfast
real
Louise bolliver; treasurer Mrs. Al
A check from hotels, camps, etc
Sidelights on the recent Paris
fred Pugh; librarian Alicp. 'Hovey. estate dealer, has recently sold for
an to amount of money spent in
W.
E.
Keene
of
Washington,
his
275
trip
of
four
of
its
Legionnaire
It was voted to hold a business
wages alone in serving the summer
meeting once a month. Next Mon acre farm in that town to George AV. members delighted the Forty Club tourists shows to date an estimate of
Best
of
Jackman,
who
is
already
re

yesterday
and
was
so
successful
day will start the year’s* activities
siding there. This is one of the best that next Monday’s program will be $30,000,000 for a period of from five
with a Halloween social
dairy farms in Knox County and devoted to the concluding install to six months.
A check from the leading packing
Mr. Best who becomes a resident ments. Edward R. Veazie and Al
houses and wholesale representatives
there, has purchased the entire farm bert 8. Peterson performed with
made hy Harrie B. Coe, manager of
ing equipment.
Mr Veazie taking up the more se
the State of Maine Publicity Bu
rious phases. Mr. Peterson proved
reau, shows a considerable increase
All members and friends of ihe very much at home in the happen in business over 1926.
Grange are cordially invited to be ings in lighter vein. Next Monday
Records to date from reports from
present at the entertainment to be Dr Nell S. Fogg and S. Nilo Spear heitli. and camps show an increase
given at Pioneer Grange tomorrow will give an account of themselves. over 1926 ranging from ten to thir
(Wednesday) evening under the The following session will be ,ad- ty-live percent.
Orthophonic Viettola
auspioes of Knox Pomona Grange. dressed by Warden Buker of the
An accurate’ check on business
as a
Pioneer Grange of East Union will Maine State Prison at Thomaston. done by the boys and girls camps
Everett
A.
Munsey
and
Christopher
serve supper previous to the program
S. Roberts were noisdy welcomed mede by C. E. Cobb of Denmark for
Radio Loud Speaker
and those who fail to be present will
the Maine Development Commission
Into membership. The club was div
miss a rare treat. A splendid pro
bring out some interesting jmd Illum
ided into three groups in an at
Victrola Style 4-7 ie a console
gram is promised.
inating facts relative to the value
tendance
contest,
the
two
losers
pro

model with regular tone arm and
vide the dinners of the winner. The Maine receives from tills one phase
orthophonic tone chamber. It also
The inquiry in the 'We Wanter- committee for the annual Forty Club of the tourist business alone.
Mr. Cobb’s figures show that the
know" column as to the name of the show organized with Arthur F.
has a radio speaker unit intide the
past summer 150 of these camps
second six-masted schooner built is Lamb as chairman.
cabinet which can easily, be con
existed in Maine with a membership
quickly answered by Capt. Charles
nected to any standard radio set.
R. Magee,inspector of customs, whcf
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist of 9,000 children with an additional
In this manner tha Victrola bosays that it was the Eleanor A. Percy, Church will have a picnic supper 2 000 councillors, teachers, and care
takers that were entertained and fed
and that the craft was built in Bath. Wednesday at 6 o’clock.
eemea a radio loud speaker of
during July and August. The cash
He
cites
it
as
an
odd
coincidence
that
wonderful Quality and volume.
tuitions amounted to about $2,951,
the only six masters then afloat
Should the occasion ever arise,
Come in and listen te this new
should be in collision in Boston Bay President Coolidge could do char 360. Of this $66,000 was spent on
style Victrola.
and both badly damaged. This was acter parts on the stage. He looked the single item of milk and $100,000 on canned goods alone.
in 1901.
just as much like an Indian as he did
The children naturally brought to
a cowboy.—Louisville Times.
Maine during their stay a great
Will the person who took the big
number of their parents, relatives
black suit case from Kittredge’s drug
Established 1890
The Prince of Wales hasn’t been
store Oct. 21, .please return it to the reported engaged for six weeks. and friends, many of whom became
tax payers and permanent summer
store or to the owner. Rose Atkins, Charlie Lindbergh can be blamed
residents. «
6 Knox street, Rockland.—adv.
for that.—Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
Records show that Maine farms
and markets were ffiit able to furnish
all of the food supply demanded, ac
cording to Mr. Cobb, by the summer
influx of visitors and that In many
Instances it was necessary to buy
out of the state. This was especially
Irue of butter, veal and lamb, also
COBURN HEIGHTS—A restricted location for single homes of the better
fresh vegetables and fruits. Accord
ing to Mr. Cobb everything good that
type, located near Broadway between' Limerock and Beech streets, in the
| local farmers could raise was re
quired to supply the need. It showed
center of the city.
that a wonderful market
was
Residents of Coburn Heights will have the advantage of sending their
brought to our doors and Maine was
rot ready with a sufficient supply.
children to the unexcelled Primary, Grammar and High School?, just a few
The Maine Development Commis
minutes' distance to Lincoln street, being central to Postoffice, Public Library,
sion set up by the last legislature is
now holding
sectional
meetings
all Churches and the business district, of living in a restricted district among
' throughout the State laying plans
homes of character and refinement. All at a moderate cost, well within the
for the work tixbc done next year.
It is seeking suggestions and advice
means of the average citizen.
i from the farmers and business inter
Coburn Heights represents an unusual opportunity adjacent to the already
ests of the State on how the State
appropriation can best be expended.
recognized select residential section of Rockland, High and Healthy overlook
Hit $50,000 a year available for the
ing the city.
✓
next two years will be spent under
their direction, subject to the ap
Large lots reasonably priced for cash or pay out of your income if you'
proval of all contracts by the Gov
wish. Buy these lots how and reap the benefit of steadily advancing Real
ernor and Council.
The results clearly show that
Estate values, especially in this locality. We specialize in Building Lots and
Maine’s development and publicity
New Modern Homes. Our car will call for you and show you our offerings
program is bearing fruit and Is
worth while. The State of Mulne
without obligations. Appointments day or evening. Information gladly sub
Publicity Bureau, which has alw.i.v acted as the service organization in
mitted.
the dissemination of Maine ’Ittrattnc
and answering queries from :-tat'
advertisements also is preparing for
a bigger and better summer next
year.
32 UNION STREET
ROCKLAND
PHONES 818—819

AINE

WILL
COME WHEN YOU'LL

Ci

Maynard Brown’s Auto Struck By Locomotive and Three
Persons Taken To Knox Hospital.

Baked by that famous old woodsman—L. 3. Smith
King Salomon's Temple Chapter
lias a special meeting tonight.

And we
as we are
insurance
insurance
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Building lots and new Homes already for occupancy. Rents in Rockland and
Thomaston and General Real Estate
im-uo

pecial & J
announcement
You can now buy—

Martha Washington Candy
in Rockland just as fresh and at the SAME PRICE as in their candy shops.

Try* it this week

Exclusive
Agency

70c per lb.
Chocolate Chewey
Chocolate Nuts
Assorted Jets, etc.

40c per J lb.
Chocolate Cheweys
Chocolate Nuts
Assorted Jets, etc.

UlarthaWashinqion

America’s Most Famous Candies
*

.

Strange as it may seem, the name Martha Washington to most people suggests^
good candy almost as quickly as it does an historical figure. Lady Washington’s*
part in history is undying, but her influence on a great industry is equally vast. Thed
nation-wide reputation of Martha Washington Candies is not due to the reflected*
glory of the name; rather, it has been an inspiration for quality. After 27 yearsMartha Washington in candies is recognized from coast to coast as a hallmark like
Sterling to silver.

Large Variety—Low Price
One of the principal reasons for the popularity of Martha Washington Candie?’
is the large variety. Nearly 80 different delicious pieces—the result of a quarter cen-,
tury of candy making—are made to suit every taste. Although Martha Washington
kitchens turn out great volume to meet the demand, the home-made principles of ;
cleAnliness, individual attention, and superlative ingredients are adhered to. Large
volume business, which means lower cost of production, has come as the result of
strict vigilance for quality, freshness and purity. Martha Washington formulae are
exclusive and a glance at the price list is proof of value.

Advertising Through 120 Stores

&

When you consider the magnitude of the business done by 1 20 Martha Washington
stores and thousands of exclusive agencies in other cities, you can realize the ex-C^
tent to which Martha Washington Candies are known. There is no better known
name in the candy industry, for if the demand warrants so many shops and agen- xB
cies, it must follow that the agencies handling these famous candies have no great
pioneering to do.

Christmas Gifts that Show the Personal Touch:

We are making a special display in our Stationery Department of gifts that call Z
for initials or monograms. No gifts are more acceptable, showing that thought and
tim,e have been put into the gift. These are all special orders and should be at
tended to at once. Check over your Chr istmas list and see if some of these will not |
help your selection.

Rytex Personal Stationery

MATCH PACKS

Name and address or monogram in raised letters—
cards or sheets

With three initials on back

50 packs ................................................................. $3.50

1C0 Sheets ......
100 Envelopes

$2 box

100 packs .................................................................. 5.00

Playing Cards, 2 packs with monogram ...... $3.50

No die necessary

PENCILS

HANDKERCHIEFS

With the child’s name
3 Pencils in leather case ......................................... 50c
3 Pencils in holly box ......................... 1..................... 30c
6 Pencils in holly box ................................................. 50c
See our display

For men or women; a welcome gift; initialed or
monogrammed or the receiver’s autograph may be

exactly copied, all done in hand embroidery.
I

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
HANCOCK*S NEW JUDGE
Arthur W. Patterson Is An Author
and A Member of Present Legis
lature.
Gov. Rrewster lias nominated Ar
thur W. Patterson o£ Castine as
judge ef probate for Hancock Coun
ty 4o 'fill the vacancy caused by tfic
death of Judge Bertrand E. Clark of
Bar Harbor, who was found dead in
bed last Saturday. Mr. Patterson
is a member of the present House of
Representatives and of the Judicial
committee. At the last session of the
Legislature he Introduced a meas
ure for a State income tux law apd
was a member of the special commit
tee to Investigate the affairs of the
State Highway Commission. He has
achieved a considerable reputation as
a writer of «hort stories.
Mr. r;«tter>on is a native of Bristol,
N. H., the son of Rev. G. W. Pat
terson. lie took his law course at
the Maine Law School, formerly con
nected with the University of Maine,
and was graduated in 1914. He was
admitted to practice in the Hancock
County Supreme Count that year,
and since lias practiced in Castine
Mr. Patterson has served as chair
man of the board of selectmen of
Castine. He is married and has two
young sons.

MARRIED
Glovor-Butler—Charlotte. X. C., Oct. 18.
Fred W. Glover, formerly of Rockland and
Miss Florence M. Butler, Until of Charlotte.

DIED

'Fallen—Lincolnville, Oct 20, Frank X.
Fatten, aged 74 years.
R owa—Lincoln/ill*. Oct. 21. Ll.vsaes G.
Brown, aged 450 years 9 luontJw, 27 days.
Bowers --'Portland, Oct. 32. Amelia H.
Powers nf Camden, ajtd 83 years, 3 months,
27 days. Interment In Camden.
Rhodes—Augusta, Oct. 23, Fred S. Rhodes
CUSHING
of Rockland, aged 71 years, fc months. Fu
The Ladies’ Aid will serve supper neral Wednesday at 2 o’clock at 38 Talbot

at the to*" house this Tuesday eve-j*'™^^^
_ yi„,
nlng.
----- WtdlKWftty at Bmptrt. —

Pu-

Senter Crane Centura

The

Gordon
\-Line
here is charm
and smartness
TVTEAR it... Enjoy it
VV ,.. The stocking
whose heel an artist de
signed •.. the Gordon
V-Line.
Made today in both
sheer and medium
weighL Ready for yoa
in a variety of exclusive
Gordon colors. $2.50

(

MOViEJ

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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CiMt INTt«NATIONAL OVNOICATC.

HORIZONTAL
1-To frustrate
6-To be low-eplrlted
9-A round-up
(Western U. 8.)
10-Compound of
oxygen
12- Tle
13- A short-legged
r
horse
15-A kind of trimming
17- Deep wagon track
18-To cower
20-To bind
21- Whllo
22- Mcved lively
24- Translatlon (abbr.)
25- Fraud
27-0ne who practlcee
egotlem
29-Vase
30- Beard of wheat
31- A hare
34-Bad odor
37-A chopping tool

"Hazardous Valleys." today’s fea
ture. ls full of thrills from the mo
ment the first scene is flashed on
the screen. The hero arrives at the
lumber camp and one of the villains
tries to drop a giant of the forest on
his head. Then things begin to hum
in earnest. The logging train is
wrecked and when the hero sends a
Colds always attack those who are
gang to make the necessary repairs
in a weakened, run down condition.
the big villain tries to stop them—
If you are over-tired or underweight
more scrapping. At last the timber
you are in grave danger. Keep your
is delivered but the hard hearted
power of resistance high. Take a
holder of the company's bonds de
pure food tonic such as Father John’s
mands payment in gold. His hire
Medicine. It will help you build
lings want the gold for themselves.
strength to ward off illness.
This calls forth a hold-up, following
For over 70 years thousands of
an auto wreck; a chase by airplane;
the rescue of the money and the glrlr mothers have been using Father
John’s Medicine as the standard
the trip to the bank in the plane;
health-building tonic for their fam
the heart-breaking suspense of those
ilies. Ko alcohol or liarmful drugs.
waiting at the bank; and the final
dash just at closing time. And in
all it is a wow for continuous fast
action.
Alice Lake, Roy Stewart, Lionel
Belmore, Spottiswoode Aitken and
Raymond Turner head the star cast
which takes the principal roles in the
melodrama of burning hearts "Roar
ing Fires," which comes Wednes
day and Thursday. The story re
volves around tiie daughter of a
wealthy owner of many ramshackle
and unsafe tenement houses and her
fight to obtain better conditions for
THE CARLTON BRIDGE
the poor people who have to live in
[Ko- The Ccurier-Gazettel
them. She is unsuccessful until a
dangerous fire puts many lives in A mighty structure stands complete I
Today
iht
steady tramp of feet
peril and the Fire Commissioner Re-echoes o'er
this wondrous span,
takes matters into his own hands. That proudly rears—the wo k of man
The unfolding of the plot Is spectac The product'of both brain and brawn.
So unto each doih praise belong.
ular and thrilling.—adv.

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
38-A fish
40- Fe-eoncl pronoun
41-A country of Aaia
(abbr.)
43- Abomlnatlone
44- Male orecp
46- Vonk’e cowl
47-Polnt of compass

VERTICAL (Cent)
9-To stir up
11- Flowe out
12- A slender flat nail
14- A grain
18- Saucy
15-A kind of medlelne
19- Envoys
22- Succulent plants
(sbor.)
23- A marriage portion
48- Atnnged Instrument 26-A young bear
28-A country hotel
48-Miin-olp.il officer
31- Recklese
61-Chaoee by ballot
83—5. can. State (abbr.) 32- A self-evident truth
33-An Inn
64-N»t any
34-Ill-humor
36-A m?p
VERTICAL
36-A fibi oiic plant
1- A fountain
39-Commo*, metal
’
2- Unusual
faetenor
3- That Is (Latin42-A water-craft
abbr)
44-Conteet of speed
4- A shade tree
4«-To color
6-Changeable
6-A domeetio animal 48-A female fowl
80-By reaton ef
$
7- A greedy animal
8- To revise
62-Behold

For each was needed to erect
This bridge,—and every tiny part perfect.
Brains that did plan so skilfully
Muscles that toiled incessantly.
To fo ge and lay exact and true
“The Big Parade," which opened Each little part though hid from view,
yesterday at the Park Theatre, is Insuring beauty, use and strength.
without doubt the greatest picture in And perfect safety ail the length
Of this long path that stretches o’er
the history of the screen. More vi Connecting link from shore to shore. ,

THE BIG PARADE

vidly than any words ever printed do
the scenes of this motion picture tell
the story of the World Wat. Lau
rence Stallings, the author, and
King Vidor, the director, have con
ceived and executed a story so great
it bears none of the earmarks of the
average! screen' spectacle.
It is
simple, moving, genuine.
Mirth,
sorrow, laughter and bitterness are
all a part of "The Big Parade." It
is a great human document. It has
taken America a decade to attain a
SUGGESTION? FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
proper perspective an the late conflict
Start out by filling in the words of which you feel reasonably sure.
but now that the war is over and
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn
intelligent thought has given place
to still ot '.ers. A letter belongs in each white space, words starting at the
to passion and prejudice on the sub
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.
ject, we can at last appreciate a
story depicting it faithfully.
Solution to Previous Puzzle
John Gilbert gives a great and un
TESTING THOUSANDS forgettable portrayal of the Ameri
can doughboy. He endows the role
with all his charm and creates a
Knox-Lincoln Leads York In character that will live forever in
the memories of those who see it.
Race For Poultry Better Renee
Adoree plays Melisande, the
French girl, in a delightful and in
ment.
spired manner. The love scenes be
tween the two are romantic gems.—
Knox-TJncoln and York County
adv.
poultrymen ate having a merry race
“ROARING FRES"
to see which. group will have the
greater number of applications for
Benefit Picture At Strand Wednes
white diarrhoea tests made by the
day and Thursday Is Stirring Mel
College of Agriculture at Orono. At
odrama.
present the Knox-Lincoln group
leads with 20 applications to 19 for
The assistant engineers of the
York while the York County group Rockland Fire Department derive a
leads with the greater number of benefit Wednesday and Thursday
birds to be tested, 11.763 and Knox- from the motion picture, "Roaring
Lincoln follows with 8,177.
Files.” which will be shown at
With the increasing interest In Strand Theatre. The story concerns
keeping poultry in Knox-Lincoln dis the daughter of a wealthy tenement
trict it becomes of greater importance house owner, her father's rascally
1 that a larger supply of white diarrhoea renting agent, a young fire lieuten
free hatching eggs ar.d day old chicks ant and an old-time Are fighter who
be available.
drives the last of the horse-drawn
It is evident that the progressive apparatus In the big metropolis.
By Women Who Used Lydia poultrymen
are aware of the sltuaThe tenements owned by her
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable e j tion by the increased number to be father are unsafe for the poor people
tested this year ever that of last who are forced to live in them. Syl
Compound
year. In 1926 sixteen flocks were via pleads with her father to make
tested composed of 4831 birds, six them safe, but he is guided by De
"I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and I think It of the flocks being found entirely free Puyster, who prefers to make a profit
I is the most won- of the disease. This year 20 appli for hfs employer.
Iderful medicine cations have been filed to have 8,177
A dangerous fire focuses the atten
tion of the Fire Cpmmlssioner on
II ever tried," Is tests made.
Testing work h is already started these tenements, and he starts an
Ithe statement
I made by Mrs. which is a month earlier than usual investigation. This points to the
I Goldie Shoup of because of the very large increase In renting agent and a crooked fire in
1st. Joseph, 1111- the number of tests to bp made In inspector. Charges are to be pre
Inols.
She de- the State. The total to date being ferred against both.
De Puyster
1 dares that after 55,952 from 117 flocks as compared blames Sylvia’s father and swears to
| taking the Com with the 40,433 tested last year from get even. In thia he is nearly suc
pound she ls In 09 flocks.
cessful.
/

TWO HOMES
MftOE HAPPY1

better health
than before.
Every day, in «very way, Europe
THE APPLE MARKET
_________________ Mrs. J. Storms
gets nearer and dearer to the United
of 29 Lane Street, Paterson, N. J.,
States.—Chicago Dally News.
writes: "I can not speak too highly Runs Into a Bad Break anc
of your medicine and I recommend
Down Go the Prices.
It to all my friends."
These statements were taken from
two enthusiastic letters which tell
Boston, Oct. 20.
of the help that has been received
Since our last letter. t«he apple
from using the Vegetable Compound. market has had a bad break. Re
Both Mrs. Shoup and Mrs. Storms ceipts last week were very heavy
were in a run-down condition which from both Massachusetts and Maine.
caused them much unhappiness. Stock piled up and did not clean
When women are suffering from even at the much lower prices pre
lack of strength and from weakness, vailing.
their own life and that of their fam
On Maine Wolf Rivers, we didn’t
ily is affected. When they feel well look for so bad a break and held
and strong and are able to do their of-' selling at the low offers. <so that
housework easily, happy homes are some of our sales are held up. Trade
the result.
Are you on the Sunlit Road to is a little better this week, and prices
are improving. This combined with
Better Health?

Wky Children

Need

Breakfasts

that

"Stand By”

>-9-1

lighter receipts makes us look for
decidedly better price and freer
movement the last of this week and
til si of next.
Mclntoshes were also in heavy re
ceipt, and some very nice layer packs
sold as low as $2. These, also are
coming much lighter, and prices are
Improving on best packs. Gravensteins are mostly over ripe, and trade
has swung on to the harder varieties.
There is very little demand for Bald
wins yet, except drops at low prices
and a few real nice hand-picked ones
in boxes. Barrel^ have been neglect
ed, unless of tine quality. There are
some fancy stock of fall varieties
selling a small way above quotations.
We really think the glut is over on
apples and particularly on the bet
ter quality.
Turnips are stuck at 75 cents to
$1 for hundred-pound bags with a
few at $1.25. Potatoes are selling
i.15 for the be«t Green
for $2 to
Mountains.
. bbl. ...
, box ....
McIntosh, h. p. bbl..........
. box ...
Wealthles, bhl.
Wealthles. bbl.
Wealthles.

........ $2.75
................75
........ 4 00
........ 1.75
........ 2.50
........ 2.50
........ 1.00
»i.............. ........ 2.50
................
75
X .............
. bbl......... ........ 2.00
Baldwins, drops , Tiox ... ................50
Baldwins, h. p. »4)1 ........ ........ 3.00
Baldwins, h. p., box .... ........ 1.25
.......... 2.50
20 Oz„ bbl. ...
.......... 2.50
Pippins, bbl, ..
Odd Varieties, Ibbl............ . ......... 2.50

YOU CAN KEEP
FREE FROM COLDS
Father John’s Medicine by

Virtue of Special Precess
Giles You Strength to
Resist Illness

ll

1L

IN

STRAND THEATRE

Ith

IO

1

Tvery-Other-Da?
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Kingman & Hearty, Inc. •
"The House Built on the Apple.”

80% of the Day’s Impor
tant School Work Falls in
4 Morning Hours, Noted
Educator Reveals

RE you letting listless mornings,
,

brought on largely by wrong
A
breakfasts, handicap your child's

school work?
Recent investigations, conducted
in over 2,000 American schools and
colleges, reveal 80% of the so-called
“hard” studies as falling in the
morning. This percentage is con
firmed by Prof. Willard, of North
western University, and other lead
ing educators.
Thus Quaker Oats breakfasts,
providing the excellent food balance
of protein, carbohydrates, vitamines
and the “bulk” to make laxatives
seldom needed are being urged as a
duty of parents in protecting their
children’s most important working
hours. No other cereal grown com
pares in food balance.
Serve every morning. Their rich
Quaker flavor makes them savory
and enticing ... delicious breakfasts
that yet “stand by’’ one. Get either
Quick Quaker, which cooks in 2)4
to 5 minutes, or regular Quaker
Oats today at your grocer’s.

Great honor to the engineers
Whose faithful labor here appears
In this grand b idge we view today—
Complete in eve y part and way
It stands a record of their skill,
Their tireless efforts—dauntless will
Their names we ever shall revere
And hewn in stone upon this pier
Waddell and Hardesty in letters plain
And outline clear shall e'er remain.
And praises too ought sure to go
To those who labored down below.
The humble "saudhogs" lowly part
Was needed at the very start—
And braving death, they toiled to rear
A firm foundation tor this pier.
That stands today a monument
To every b aln and hand that lent
Itself, to carry through
And build this structure we now view.
As in each great and smallest part
Is showu the labor, skill aud art
Of master minds and muscles strong
So unto each doth praise belong.
Here stands today, the dream of years I
Of many plans and hopes and fears!
Of arguments both.uro and con
Of controversies hard and long
Of strenuous efforts, patience lob—
Of many a jeer and bugaboo.
Despite objections and delay.
Behold tiie work is crowned today!
And here in beauty swings out wide
A bridge across the rolling tidel
Here stands "the dream" come true today,
Here opens up a quicker way
For traffic, and swift motors fly
Where once a ferryboat did ply
At a slow, steady plodding rate
To transfer people, cars and freight.
Across the Kennebec's wide stream
A bridge is stretched “that is no dream"
And o'er its path the people go
On foot, in cars both to and fro.

AU hail the bridge! in triumph march
Across its perfect span and arch,
And here announce with loud acclaim
That it shall bear ihe honored name
Of hint who labored not in vain ;
Who ever voiced a message true
And pushed “the bridge bill" safely throu|
"The Carlton Bridge" now opens here
We greet it with a rousing cheer!
Long may it sene the State of Maine
And open wide her gates to fame—
Thus close uniting shore to shore
Mey it stand firm fo.evermore.
Elizabeth Marsh
Rockland. Oct. 24.

SEARSMONT

FAREWELL RECEPTION

Mrs. Olivia Carver who has been
visiting friends in town returned
Sunday to North Haven.
Mrs. Fritz Skoog was hostess to the
Variety Club at her home Friday
night. Supper was served.
Barge Indian Head sailed Saturday
for New York, loaded with paving for
Leopold Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Billings and
little son Davis, Jr. of Newton. Mass,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brownell of
Bath who have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. ItVllhur Billings returned
Tuesday to their homes.
'Wednesday Mrs. Unnle Smith entertained at her home the members
of the Variety Club at a tacking bee.
Supper with a menu of chop suey
was served, followed by a musical
evening.
Dr. Stevens of Rockland has been
in town the past week in the interest
of the veterinary department of the
State.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen of Bar Harbor
are guests of their son, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Allen.
Misses Helen Carlon and Cora
Vinal are attending the teachers'
convention in Portland.
Mrs. Charles Dutton of Augusta ls
the guest of her father, Stephen
Colson.
Mrs. Sophronia Wonson left Mon
day for Gloucester, Mass.
Mrs. Luther Burns will entertain
1 the Mothers' Club at her home Wed
nesday evening.
Union Church Circle will hold Its
regular supper at the vestry Thurs
day at 5.30 o'clock.

For Rev. A. G. Henderson Who
Leaves Vinalhaven After Successful
Pastorate.

I. F. MEDICINE CO„f*urtlaad. Main.

!

Look at Child’s Tongue if Sick,

Cross, Feverish

BOSTON

EASTERN

r

after being away on account of the
deeth of his father.
Mr. and Mrs. Andreas Hartel, Jr„
of Newton Centre, Mass., spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. LaFor
est R. Burns. Mrs. Burns was for
merly Miss Amelia Hartel.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer of
Boston, Mass., are spending a few
days at their home here.
Mrs. Solon Wilder of Gardner,
Mass., Is visiting Mrs. Jesse Lash
for ten days.
Twenty-one friends and relatives
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Granville T. Brow one evening
last week to celebrate the birthdays
of Mrs. Brow and her niece Miss
Lura Morse, who makes her home
there while teaching the village prix
mary school. A social evening was
passed
and
refreshments
were
served.
The children of the Methodist
church were entertained In the ves
try. Friday evening, at a Halloween
party. Games appropriate to the
occasion were played and refresh
ments served and It was a very en
joyable evening.
Miss Grace Wlnchenbaugh spent
the weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Wlnchenbaugh.
Albert Collamore was at his home
here'for the weekend.
Quite an Industry Is being promot
ed by some of the younger genera
tion In trapping skunks and shipping
the skins to the market.
Eldon
Cook, Lowell Simmons, Bernard
Brow, Thomas Benner and Herbert
Benner are some of the young trap
pers. Needless to say their efforts
In this respect are encouraged by
the residents of the village.
Schools will he closed Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday In order th
the teachers may attend the conven
tion In Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew J. /Wallace
have returned from New Bedford
Mass.

Mrs. Warren Hoffses has returned
home after being employed since
early summer at South Bristol.
There will be a meeting of the Vil
lage Improvement Society Thursday
evening at 7.30 In Bossa's hall
Theron Miller visited In Round
Pond, Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Hazeitine
and children of Haverhitl, Mass
were guests of the Gurney family
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Gurney, Mrs,
Cassie Paul and Mrs. Genevra Rob
Will positively result from keeping the bin* attended Pomona Grange at
bowels active with daily movements Cushing.
Friends of Zerali Robbins will be
and by relieving dyspepsia. Try this
guaranteed remedy: “L. F.” Atwood's glad to hear that his hand which
has been In bad condition for sev
Medicine. 60 doses in 50c bottle.
Trial size 15c by mall, if not at your dealer's
eral months Is slightly improved, al
though he Is etill obliged to carry It
.. 4A.A aDntf--- x—jixiws
etnejl
Made and Guaranteed by
.

MOTHER!
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by Steamer

EAST SENNEBEC

Quaker Gats 1

••• ••• ••• •

Thursday night at Union Church a
reception was given new members
I and the pastor Rev. A. G. Henderson.
who has accepted a call to the Baptist
Church at Farmington, nnd with his
family will leave Vinalhaven Nov. 1.
• ••• •••
•••
•••
The church was prettily decorated by
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett and Miss Gwen
Ixtok
at
the
tongue,
mother
! If
doline Green.
The program an
nounced by Alfred Headley was as coated, it is a sure sign that your little
one's stomach, liver and bowels need
follows:
Hymn ............................................... Congregation a gentle, thorough cleansing at once.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
£:*yer ................................. Bvv. M. c. Perry
Ro.l call—To which a large number responded doesn’t sleep, doesn't eat or act natu
with a quotation or poem. Letters from rally, or is feverish, stomach sour,
absent nenrbe s were read by Mrs. Lida
breath bad, has stomach-ache, sore
Greenlaw
Address ................................. Rev. VI. G. Ferry throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
t Incidentally Mr Ferry and Mr. Hende-son teaspoonful of "California Fig Syrup,"
were clattnuuea at the Theiogk-al Institution
and in a few hours all the foul, con
at Newton, Mass.)
Reading ............................. Helen Sanborn Arey stipated waste, undigested food and
Vocal aoio ................................... Lida Greenlaw sour bile gently moves out of the little
Saxophone solo ................................. Leon Arey
bowels without griping, and you have
Soprano solo ..................... Margaret Henderson
Reading ........................................... Arlene White a well, playful child again.
Contralto solo ..................... Blanche Hamilton
You needn’t codx sick children to
Reading ............................. „. Flo.ience Gilford
Duet .................... Miss Hamilton, Mr. Coombs take this harmless, “fruity laxative;"
Reading ........................................ Cora Peterson
they love its delicious taste, and It al
Rentatks .............. H. M. Noyes, Norrh Haven ways makes them feel splendid.
Helen Sanborn Arey was at the piano.
Ask your druggist for a bottle of
A sum of money given by Union "California Fig Syrup,” which has dl- here. To be sure you get the genuine,
Church Circle, the society and Sun rectlons Aor babies, children of all ask to eee that It is made by the "Calday school was presented Mr. Hen
ages and for grown-ups plainly on the ifomia Fig Syrup Company.” Refuse
derson by Mrs. Fred Greenlaw. iHis
bottle. Beware of counterfeits sold any other kind with contempt.
response was made in a few well
chosen words. After the ceremonies
all repaired to the vestry which was
COOLIDGE MEANT "NO"
artistically decorated and where re
freshments were served by the social
committee, Mrs. Lizzie Greenlaw, Hit Rebuke To Senator Feet Evi
dently Shows Hit Purpose It Firm.
chairman. Rev. and Mrs. Henderson
have done wonderful work in the
President Coolidge has said his last
NORTH HAVEN
church and community since coming
Mrs. Olivia Carver has returned to Vinalhaven in May, 1925. During word on the subject of a possible reTuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
iron Vlnahaven where she has been tiie time Mrs. Henderson has had nomination. This was made clear
Leave Rockland 8 P. M.
churge of the choir and it has meant
visiting the past week.
Due Boston 7 A. M,
Friday when several visitors at
Dr. N. K. Wood who has been a much to the congregation as well as
went guest of Mr. and Mrs. Horace to the pastor. She also willingly as tempted to draw him out on the sub
To BANGOR
sisted with her voice at concerts, ject, using the rather warm Inter
Noyes has returned to Boston.
Via Camden, Belfast, Bucksport and
Mrs. Nora Waterman and Infant socials and other musical events of view the President had on Thursday
Winterport
daughter have returned from Knox the town. Both Mr. and Mrs. Hen with Senator Fess, of Ohio, as the
Leave Rockland 5 A, M.
derson
will
be
greatly
missed
In
hospital. Mrs. Waterman was accom
excuse.
Due Bangor 10 A. M.
panied home by her .sister, Mrs. Har Vinalhaven. What is Farmington's
The President believes that his rep
gain
is
our
loss,
but
we
wish
him
old l’hllbrook of Rockland.
rimand to Senator Fess for continu
To BAR HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maker have success in his new field of labor.
ing to assert that Mr. Coolidge would
Blue Hill
returned from Worcester, Mass.,
be renominated despite his wish to
McLAIN SCHOOL NOTES
where they have been visiting rela
retire to private life is sufficient. As
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
tives and friends. Mr. Maker called
a matter of fact. It was learned that Leave 5 A. M., calling at way land
"Resolved, that the occupation of
on Mr. Washburn, a surtmer resident
at least One other prominent Repub ings. Due Bar Harbor and Blue Hill
merchant
is
preferable
to
that
of
of this place, while there.
lican Senator had received the same 11 A. M.
dcctor"
was
the
subject
of
a
spir

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Deane have
sort of rebuke at the Executive offices Connections at Boston with Steamer
ited debate held in Grade 8. Ken
returned to Union, having been here
to New York
neth Orcutt had charge of the but this Senator asked that his name
in town this summer.
1
Reduced fares on automobiles
tlirmative, William Ripley the neg be not used.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustin Whitmore
The pendulum of political thought
ative. It was decided in the nega
were in Rockland Friday.
In Washington was swinging decided
tive
Mr. and Mrs. Zenas Burgess have
ly toward the conclusion that the
In the Friday afternoon spelling President really means to retire, no
moved into the Casino apartment for
STEAMSHIP LINES
match in Grade 8 the girls won seven matter hpw much he may be urged to
the winter.
Mrs-. Lena Dickey is in Portland points over the boys.
reconsider. One very close friend,
visiting her daughter.
»
There were 22 boys and girls not who has no personal Interest In
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Little Ralph Beverage, the 8-y,ar- absent one-half day during the first whether,.the President is renominated
Eastern Standard Time
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bev four weeks at the sub-primary: Inez t or not. but who ls decidedly interest
Trains Leave Rockland for
erage, should be. credited 4s being a Bowley. Jack Brubaker, Gordon ed ir. this success of the party, de- Augusta, 17.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.,
16.25 p. m.
very plucky youngster. He went to Burgess, Gladys Freeman, Raymond ! dared after a visit at the White Bangor,
f7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.»
the hen yard and saw a hen hawk Grindle, Marlon Harrington, Evelyn House taat 'he was convinced the 16.25 p. m.
Boston,
17.45
a. m., f2.20 p. m., (2.30 p. in.,
trying to escape w-th a hen. The Harvey, No/ma Havener, Kllton President would decline the nomina
16.25 p. m.
hawk did not suceed in getting the Joyce, George MacKinnon, Sich Soo tion If offered.
Brunswick, f7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.,
first one so he made an attempt at a Wong, Albert Pease, Maxine Perry,
"Knowing Mr. Coolidge as I do. 1 |6.25 p. m.
|7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m. (2.30 p. m.,
second. Ralph took the situation at Roger Perry, Paul Rackliffe, Helen would not have thought of mention Lewiston,
New York, f2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.
hawk did not succeed in getting the Spear, Richard Spear, Anna Staples, ing it today," he said, “but the man's Portland, 17.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.,
seized the hawk. While carrying the Ruth Sukeforth, Ruth Tibbetts, whole character and record—and be |6.25 p. m.
Waterville, f7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.,
h4.wk to the house the child was Leona Wood, Robert Rackliffe.
is a vyy consistent person, as all 16.25 p. m.
clewed on his wrist and ankle quitfe
f7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.,
Not absent during this period who MM studied hint know—point Woolwich,
25 p. m.
badly but in spite of it all he reached
from Grade 1—-Robert Call,. Kent unerringly ito the fact that when be
Daily, except Sunday.
( Sunday only.
the house in safety with his prey and Glover, Elmer Lufkin, Ruth Roscoe, said he did not chocee to run he had
exclaimed to his mother: "I got him Grant
Davis,
James
Hamilton. not the .slightest intention of run
mania, but he bit me.” The surprised Clarice Wood, Anna Taylor.
ning."
Vinalhaven & Rockland
mother and other occupants of the
Steamboat Co.
household lost no time in killing the
hawk.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
Dr. Stevens of Rockland has been
(Subject to rliangx Without Notice)
IN THE
in town inspecting the cattle.
IN EFFECT OCT. ii. 1927
Dr. Shields of Vinalhaven was in
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCBITED
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
BANK
town, called by the illness of Flora
VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
Tolman.
ISLAND LINE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Schooner Emma of Vinalhaven has
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
d.scharged a load of electric light
The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to his Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30, Vinal
poles for the Bartlett's Harbor and credit, the last known place of residence or postoffice address and 4he fact haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
North, Shore lines.
of death, if known, of every’ depositor in the Rockland Savings Bank, who
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part of the Vlnathaven 2.45. North Haven «t 3.45, Ston
dividends thereon, for a period of more than twenty years next preceding ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
FRIENDSHIP
about 6.30 P. JL
Rev. Benjamin Shaw has returned November 1, 1927, and is not known to the treasurer to be 'living.

Last Thursday evening was one to
be remembered when a supper, sale
and entertainment was heid at the
M. E/ Church, the proceeds to go for
repairs on the church. A company
of 17 from Belfast was entertained,
this town being the former home of
several of them. In the party were
Hon. and Mrs. John Dunton and Miss
Margaret Dunton. It was at Mr. Dunton's suggestion that they all come to
their former home town and enjoy
a social evening with old friends and
also help to raise means to reno
vate the old M. E. Church, built here
in the year 1845, His kindness was
much appreciated by the people of
Searsmont and they wish to thank
him and all their friends; also those
who helped so genertusly here, and
Josephine Kelso, chairman, and Julia
Levensaler, assistant. The sum of
$67 was realized. Supper was served
the menu consisting of baked beans,
brown bread, pickles, cold meat,
fancy salads and all kinds of pastry.
The High School assisted in carrying
out a nice program. A solo by Mrs.
Royce Miller and an original poem
written and'read by Miss Angie Mil
lett, a lady in her 70’s, were very
much enjoyed and the poem "The
Tea Party" will be published later.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams of
Chestnut Hill, Mass., are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert MeCorrison.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland and
daughter Margaret have been recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Wood
cock at "Woodbine.”
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Leeman and son
Calvert of Portland with Mr. and Mrs,
M. E. Cobb were weekend guests of
their parents.
Work lias begun again on the Ghent
schoolhouse and it will be finished
this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Cobb have re
turned from a trip to Portsmouth. N.
H„ where they visited their daugh
ter, Mrs. E. Bliss ^farriner.
The men of the Farm Bureau In
cooperation heid a meeting at Victor
Grange hall Friday with milk testing
by the county agent, N. S. Donahue
of Belfast. J. W. Packard was chair
man of the meeting.

'
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VINALHAVEN

B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

Name of Depositor

Last Known Residence

Whether Known
To Be Deceased

Date last Deposit Amt. Stand
or Withdrawal
Credit

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist

Dix Island,
James Byrne,
Rockland,
Catherine Sawyer,
Martha Mitchell,
Rockla/id,
Rockland,
Charles L. Mitchell,
John Olson,
Rockland.
Rockland,
Hugh McAuly,.
Rockland,
Augustus Nelson,
Appleton,
Paul Oakes,
Sidney P. .Nash,
Portland,
Vinalhaven,
Ruth C. Smith.

Me.
Me.
Me.
Me.
Me.
Me.
Me.
Me.
Me.
Me.

Unknown
Deceased
Deceased
Deceased
Unknown
Unknown
Unknpwo
Unktkpwn
Unknown
Unknown

May 5,
Oct. 30,
Sept. 30,
Sept. 30,
Sept. 29,
July 6,
May 17,
May 21,
Feb. 6,
Jan. 31,

344.24
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to S
53.88
OPEN EVENINGS
17.18
BY APPOINTMENT
32.15
Tol. 1020
ROCKLAND
288.42 407 MAIN ST.
119-tf
63.21
116.29
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
12.51
1036
(Luccessor to Dr, (T. L. McBeath)
31 33
Osteopathic Physician

1385
1831

1897

1397
1888

1892

1897
1900
1906
1907

I hereby certify that the above statement 1* true according to my best
By Appointment Only Tai. 188
knowledge and belief.
38 Limerock Street
Rookland
A. B. BLACKJNGTON, Asst. Treas.
Graduate ef American 8ohoel ef
,
128-lt
Oeteopathy

No. 890.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

Reaerv, District No.. 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE— /

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
At Thomaston, in the State of Maine at the elite of businest Oct. 10, 1927
RESOURCES

(

Loans and discounts .....................................>...........
1205.903 81
Acceptances of other banka discounted ............................ ....................
5,000 OO
Tola I loans ...................................................................... *...................
Overd afts, unsecured .............................................................. ................
U. S. Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U. 8. bonds par value...........
50,000 00
All other Lulled States Government securities (including pre.
miums, if any) .................................................................................
46,809 00
Total .......................................................................................................
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc., owned .........................................
Banking House, $9,000; Furniture and fixtures, $7,50# ...............
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank............. ...................
Cash iu vault and amount due from national banks .....................
Amount due from State banks, bankers, and trust companies In
tiie United Status (other than included in Items 8, 9 and 10)
Checks on other banks in the same city or town as
reporting
bank (other than Item 12).............................................................
Checks and drafts on banks (Including Federal Reserve Bank lo
cated outside of city or town of reporting bank .........................
128 64
Miscellaneous caah items .........................................................................
4,090 31
Uedempliuu tund with U. 8 Treasurer and d *« from U.
8.
Treasurer ................................................................................ ..............
Total

310,903 81
422 $1

90,809
750,395
l$,500
43.351
95,570

00
00
0O
71
19

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main 8treet
Rookland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 8S9-M
C£-« Hours: 9 to 13—1 to I
Evenings by Appointment

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

25,340 42 OfBce Houra: 1 to 3 and 7 to I P. M.
Residence until 9 A. M„ nnd by
290 68
Appointment! Telephone 184
4,137 95

THOMASTON. ME.

2,500 00
$1,240,227 07

LLAB1L1TIB8

Capital stock paid in ................................................................................
Surplus tund ...............................................................................................
Undivided profits.........................
51.005 47
Leas current expenses paid ..,
Circulating notes outstanding
Demand deposits (other than bank depostla) subject to reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check ....
Dividends unpaid
Vcuai of demund deposits (oilier than bank deposits) subject to
Reserve, Items 29, 30. 31. 32, 33, and 34................................
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or
subject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings) :
Savings deposits (Including time certificates of deposit other than
tor money borrowed) .................. ......................................................
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve, Items 35, 36, 37, and
38 ...............................'............................................................................
Liabl.itles other titan those above stated

Graduate of American School ef
Oeteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 828
38 8ummer Street
Rockland

$

18^30 69

50.000 00
50,000 00
32,854 78
47.500 00
258,329 53
68 00

G S. ROBERTS
Attorney
Announcas opening of office In Odd
Follows Block, Opp. Pootoffieo.
Tol. 470
Room 8-8*8
M.tt

250.397 53

807,403 93
807,403 93
70 83
1,240,227 07

Total

State of Maine, County of Knox, as.
I. J. Walter St. out. Cashier or the above named bank, do solemnly swear tbit the above
statement ls true to the best or my knowledge and belief.

J.

WALTER 8TB0UT. Cashier.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of October, 1927.
[deal]
CHARLES M. STARRETT, Notary Public.
Oorreotr—Attest:

W. G. WASHBURN,
F. H. JORDAN.

JOHN BBOWN.

Buy Three Crow Wholo Mixed
Spice, and Silver Seal Vinegar, for
making your Pibktao.
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Every-Other-Day

ROCKLAND WINS

KEEP NEW ENGLAND MONEY IN NEW ENGLAND

___

I
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Morse High of Bath Suffered ™
'SSK
14-6 Defeat Here In Sat- next Sunday morning's service will
be "The Secret of the Inner Life.”
urday’a Game.
The Sunday school will hold a get-

-Cook for the
White lop
Band and
the
G'
on the Sole

Rockland High 14, Morse High 6
The scrappy Rockland High foot
ball team continued Its great headsup football Saturday afternoon and
defeated Morse High of Bath 14 to 6
at Community Park In an Interesting
game. The locals were forced to take
the defensive game but once In the
whole game and this came near the
end of the first period when Morse
started a long march that ended with
"Frenchy” Gaudet. the diminutive
Morse halfback, going over from the
10-yardllneon a hidden ball play. After
that the Rockland goal was never In
danger and the game was played be
tween the 50-yaid line and the Morse
goal. The Rockland outfit went Into
the game with all kinds of pep and
scored in the first five minutes. A
safety was registered In the third
period and Knight ran back a Morse
punt In the fourth period for a dis
tance of 35 yards and a touchdown.
It was this play that enabled Coach
Bill Maconvber to send In all of his
reserves and when the final whistle
blew Chet Emery was the only Rock
land man on the field who had started
the game.
....

Out/mzzr
three pairs of
ordinary rubbers

‘Caboose'

WALDOBORO

TENANT’S HARBOR

Rev. P. E. Mtl'ler will talk on "How

OUR

Silks

together social at the church vestry
Thursday evening and each member
ls requested to wear an emblem sug
gestive of Halloween. Everybody is
welcome.
Sfr. Kaiser of the Waldoboro postHAVE ARRIVED!
office Is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Thompson.
Order your needs before the as
Miss Mertie Fuller of Rumford w’as
sortment is broken—
a weekend guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Fuller.
Edward Blckmore has employment
HYACINTHS—
at the Willard’s Point quarry.
NARCISSUSAt the annual inspection of Naom!
Chapter, O. E. S., when the D. D. G. M.
TULIPS—
Mrs. Florence Gardiner of Warren
was present, many favorable com
CROCUSES—
ments on the work of the officers
were passed. At the close of the
FREES1A—
meeting a pleasing program was giv
OXAL1S—
en by the committee, MPs. Ethel
Auld and Mrs. Harriet Rawley, after
SNOWDROPS—
which all adjourned to the banquet
hull which was decorated in red,! Write for Free Bulb Catalog
white und blue, appropriate to Colum-1
quoting kinds, prices and direc
bus Day. bunch was served by the
tions for planting.
committee, comprised of Mrs. Nina
Leach, Mrs. Ida Rivers and Mrs.
ROYAL PEARL CHIPS
Maude Patterson, whose costumes
and
were also suggestive of the holiday
HYACINTH GLASSES
and whose work for the occasion was
most artistically done.
Members
were present from South Thomaston,
Postage prepaid on Bulbs pur
Rockland, Union and New Hampshire
chased at the dozen prica
and everybody reported a pleasant
evening.
Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Thompson
with their guest, Mr. Kaiser, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Wood, motored to
Portland Saturday.
69 Years a Seed Store

After winning the toss on four suc
cessive Saturdays the locals lost Sat
urday and received the opening kick
off. The kickwas a poor one and
Parsons, the Rockland guard ran it
back to midfield. Rockland then be
gan a series of off tackle play with
an unbalanced line that came near
resulting in a .touchdown. Morse
held for* downs on the 15-yard line
A PRAYER
PORTLAND, MAINE
and after gaining five yards was
[For The Courier Gazette]
forced to punt.
The kicker was
Into the dark and dreadful depths
rushed and the kick was a short one
I knew that I must go;
Rockland failed to gain and .iDlck
I prayed, dear Father, take my hand
Emery landed a good punt on the vis
And safely lead me through;
itors three yard line where It was
DON’T ASK US .
**Biy will be done, dear Lord,” I prayed—
downed by Tony Gattl. Morse punt
“Whatever that may 'be;
ed again and this kick was even
I gladly by It will bide
ASK ANYONE!
If thou wilt stay with me.”
shorter than the previous one. Knight
and Trafton carried the pigskin to
He led me from those d.ieadful depths
the eight-yard marker and then Ken
Once more to light of day,
And through my suffering and pain
Wiggln, the Freshman halfback, dove
Went with me all the way.
over the remaining distance for
Doughnuts Are Best
Rockland's first score. The try for
I thank thee, Lord, all that has passed.
My pain has made me whole.
point was not successful,
May I help other suffering ones
Rockland kicked off and Snipe, the
As time shall onward roll.
visiting quarterback, was tackled on
TRAINER’S
I than tfiee, Lord, for blessings all,
he 30-yard line. From there the vis
I know I have been 'blessed.
itors began their long parade through
And may I praise thy holy name
Rockland
Foot of Spring St.
the Rockland line with Capt. Mitchell
TUI I lay down to rest.
80-tf
Alice Barter.
and Whitehouse doing most of the
Martinsville.
hall carrying. When in the shadow
The Imperial harem of Turkey ls
of their goal posts the locals stiffened
A good many people still seem to to be opened as a museum, but the
and held for three downs but on
fourth down with the goal to go think that It's possible for an auto most interesting exhibits have, ap
mobile to knock down a telegraph- parently, been removed.—Philadel
Gaudet slipped through the Rock
pole.—Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
phia Inquirer.
land team for the touchdown. This
try for the point was also unsuccess
ful. Here the first period ended with
the score 6 all.

That’s why it’s “The World’s Best
Work Rubber”. Mailmen or rail
roadmen—they’re all‘Caboosters’.
The reason — economy through

Kendall & Whitney

long wear.
Look for the White Top Band

and the Big ‘C’ on the sole.
CONVERSE RUBBER SHOE COMPANY
Factory 9 Qcneral Offices, Malden, Man.

DOWNYFLAKE

BlGy^’LINE
RUBBEl* FOOTWEAR

‘Run-Shod*

‘Watershed’
A warm and neat ap
pearing gaiter with ex
tra protection againet
bad weather — by
a heavy, rubber

The ever popular
boot for general me.
Weara slowly and
evenly.

ized inccrtining.
:o
. t. it

MADE IN NEW ENGLAND

—s—=
SOUTH THOMASTON
Frida/ night occurs the last Grange
dance of this season and on the same
date the Parent-Teacher Association
has a supper for the purpose of aid
ing in making more improvements on
the primary school building. Much
work must be done there before the
building can be painted, and as the
paint has already been given, it
should be done very soon in order
that the work be completed this fall.
Every dollar raised by means of sup
pers, etc., is a positive saving on the
taxes, because eventually the State
will compel us to standardize our
buildings in .many ways. The supper
Friday night will probably be the
last this season and everyone is re
quested to contribute generously as
It is likely to be very largely attend

ed. That popular dish—beans baked
In the ground—wifi be one of the
chief attractions. The beans will be
baked by that famous old woodgmah
L. B. Smith, who knows all the
secret of baking in the ground
learned In logging camps many
years ago.
Molasses doughputs.
sauer kraut, brown bread, white
bread, pumpkin and apple pies and
cheese and cakes make up the menu
The feeding of heavy cattle is more
/•
hazardous than the feeding of calves
and yearlings. This is due to the fact
that cuts of beef from heavy cattle
are more limited in demand than beef
from handy-weight steers, with the
result that the price of heavy cattle
is much more sensitive to changes In
the market supply.

LOOK tutu

autP/trCEIJST

■ t *«

You’ll see not only prices that are right—to the
penny—but merchandise picked for its down*
right excellence. Millwork, lumber, roofing—
any building material can be had here to
better advantage. For instance, we sell—

#

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard because it’s
simply the best there is. Pure gypsum rock,
in broad, high sheets, between tough papers.
Saws and nails like lumber. Never warps,
buckles, cracks. Insulates. Perfect for decora*
tion. Stop and look at a sample,or telephone—

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
•

CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

b v

In the second period the ball was
near the visitor's goal most of the
time but the Orange and Black |
lacked the necessary punch to score.
Once Trafton twisted 20 yards to I
cross the goal line only to have the |
hall -brought back and Rockland pen
alized for holding. It was In this I
period that Whitehouse recelevd an
injury to his arm but he stayed In the
game and carried the -ball whenever ]
he was called upon.
In the third period the locals came I
back and pushed the boys from the
Shipbuilding City right back to their
goal line. With fourth down goal to
go Capt. Trafton missed getting a
touchdown by only a foot and on the |
next play C. Emery tackled Whitehouse behind the goal line for a I
safety and two points. Morse kicked
from the 20-yard line and Marsh
ran the ball back to the center of the
field. Rockland then worked a neat
pass, Trafton to T. Gatti and then
Ken, Wiggin tore through tackle to |
put the ball on the 17-yard line.
Rockland failed to gain and the ball I
was given to Morse. Morse tried a
sweeping end run that was smeared
for an eightyard loss by Fry^ and
Parsons. Morse tried a pass that was
incompleted and the third period
ended with an 8 to 6 score in favor of |
Rockland.
On the first play of the fourth I
period the Rockland center partially
blocked a punt which went Into the
hands of Knight who outsprinted the
Morse ends to the goal line. This
ended the Rockland scoring and the
weary regulars were relieved by
f: esh men. Jud Flanagan went In for ]
Capt. Trafton at quarter, Wiggln
got Into a game for the first time In I
three weeks, and in the last three
minutes all of the Rockland reserves |
came on.

The feature of the game was the
hall carrying of Trafton and Knight
of Rockland and Gaudet of Morse
while every man in the Rockland line
displayed a good brand of football
and foremost among these was
"Flrpo" Frye and "Chet” Emery, the
two smashing tackles. Time after.1
time these two men broke through
and stopped plays. 'Sylvester also
played a good game In the line. The
Rockland ends were down on the
kicks every time and In the fourth
period when Frye got off a high spiral
for nearly 50 yards the receiver was
downed In his tracks.
The summary:
Rockland High
Morse High
R. Emery, re................................ le, Dali
Manonne, D. Gatti
Eaton
Frye, rt...................................... It, Jenkins
F. H4ll
Parsons, rg................................ lg, Rowe
Sylvester, M. Wiggln
'Fowler, c ................................... c, Carey
Verrlll
Bird, lg....................................... rg, Parks
Parsons, Larrabee
|C. Emery, It............................ rt, Wilson
T. Gatti, le.................................... re, Orr
M. Hall
LeMont
Trafton, (Capt.) qb............. qb, Snipe
Flanagan
K. Wiggin, rhb ___ lhb, (Whitehouse
Glover
Hart
Knight, lhb.......................... rhb. Gaudet
Accardi
Marsh, fb ............ fb, Mitchell, (Capt.)
'Wasgatt, Clark
Rockland scoring, touchdowns, K.
Wiggin, Knight, safety, C. Emery.
Morse, scoring, toftchdown, Gaudet
Referee, Mahan. Umpire and timer,
Luce. Head linesman, Dexter. Time
four 12 minute periods.
V
An economist makes the plaintive
Inquiry: "What will follow all this
wave of buying automobiles on In
stalments?" Wlhat will follow, prob
ably, ls instalment buying of alrplanea.-H-Detrolt Free Presi.

rink<Tea~

Mrs. Nina Bosworth Pliilbrook and
Miss Carrie Bosworth of Rochester,
N. H., have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs, Percy E. Storer.
L. C. Waltz has been spending a
week in Friendship, the guest of his
sister, Mrs. Rufus Condon.
Eleven members of the local order
of Moose attended a meeting In
3\ptlrin
Washington Grange hall last week.
Supper was served at 6 o’clock.
revive you
Mrs. Isadore Hoffses has been in
Portland for a few days.
like a cup
Miss Marion Clark is at Mrs. Hel
delicious
ena M. Smith's where she will spend
the winter.
made
Mrs. C,larence Benner and Mrs.
Ralph Benner attended the Rebekah
<7”
Assembly In Portland.
Wlwurna Chapter, O. E. S., will be
guests of Mt. Pisgah Chapter at
Boothbay Harbor Thursday evening.
Mrs. Lucy C. Nisbet who ls visit
ing friends In Woodfords fell and
broke her wrist last week.
Miss Edith Benner has returned
from Portland.
248
Mrs. Bethla Thompson of Round
Pond is visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
Weston.
Judge Lauren Sanborn of Portland
was in town Saturday on business.
Children should be taught to eat
Mrs. Ella L. White has been the
Farmers' Bulletin .1530: "Fitting
guest of her slater, Mrs. Edwin F. Dresses and Blouses" Is just what the crusts of bread and rolls for the
Nash, in Warren.
you need when you begin your fall sake of their teeth. They should be
At the business meeting of Meen- sewing. It may he had for the ask- cautioned, too, to chew their food
thoroughly.
aliga Grange in-G. A. R. hall It was | ing
decided to hold the regular meetings
on the first and fourth Friday of
each month, the next meeting to be
Friday of this week at 7.30 o'clock.
The brotherhood of the Methodist
church served an excellent chicken
So Sweet and Clean Inside!
supper to some 200 people in the
No Offensive Vapors
Odd Fellows dining hall Friday
From the Pores
night.
Among the patrons were
One© a person realizes the wonderful prop
about 100 members of the Masonic
erties In cascara. no other laxative In the
lodges who were attending a school
market would ever hi considered.
of instruction.
Much sympathy is expressed for
It’s no trick to “clean out the bowels.”
Dozens of things will do that. But a little
Edward N. Howell who was unfor
natural cascara purifies the system clear
tunate In receiving a severe injury
through. Cleanses even the po as of your
to his eye last Friday at the cement
akin. Renders |>er&|) Ira tion as Inoffensive as
plant in Thomaston, where he was
so much dew-! The old-fashioned way was
employed.

When Tired,"
$ will

v

of
tea

n

SAUDI

No Fear Now of Offense!

SWAN’S ISLAND
G. F; Newman is having a nnv
furnace Installed by Hollis Reed of
Mt Kin-ley.
Mro. N. B. Trask and Mrs. May
nard Herrick of Atlantic spent a few
days in Rockland last week.
Bernice Smith Is home from Rock
land for a week’s vacation.
Rev. Stanley Newhall was unable
to attend to his duties in the church
Sunday owing to the illness of his
wife who Is in a hospital in Massa
chusetts.
Charles Joyce of Atlantic has re
cently had his tonsilH removed in a
Bangor hospital.
Jeannette Hart has been confined to
the house the past week with a cold.

“salts.” They get action, hut they take the
mucous membrane along with the waste
matter I Mineral ofls are gentler, hut they
leave the 'bowels vlth a film of poisons for
the blood to ca.Ty off through the pores.
But when you cascarlze the system, you got
jld of all the pois( ns by normal muscular
action of the bowels.

If you have the habit of taking medicine
for constipation, or even for autointoxication,
stopdt. For a candy cascaret Is a delightful
form In which to take cascara ; children love
them, and the taste tempts most grown-ups to

have "more."
And what a comfort to know you are In that
clean, wholesome condition that does away
with any need of deodorants, even in warmest
weather ! Try a cascaret tonight—see how you
feel next day, and for days after! With th©
skin fresh and fragrant. All druggists, 10c
and 25c.

OLD DREAD of unpleasant vapo, s when I was excited or warm used
” a party for
r
- It was even
.□ spoil
me.
worse after a purging. It was a good
friend who told me the • wholesome
sweetening of one or two—

CASCARETS

P.A.
suits my
taste
BUY a tidy red tin of Prince Albert, the
National Joy Smoke. Throw back the lid

and release the most tantalizing aroma, you

o
. s

have ever known. Then tuck a load into that

old pipe, pack it down, and light up. You’re

satisfying tobacco-body that you’ve been

on your way.

hoping to find in a smoke.

Now you’re getting it—that wonderful

And that isn’t all. This quality tobacco—

Cool as a

the world’s most popular brand—is cool and

building-inspector. Sweet as the knowledge

long-burning, right to the bottom of the bowl.

that you have met his requirements. Mellow

That’s Prince Albert. Men. I’m here to say

and mild as April sun, but with that full, rich,

that it will suit you and your pipe, too.

taste of a wonderful tobacco.

pRI NEE ALBERT
—wo

other

tobacco

is

like

P.A. gives you more
in every way—this tin
contains TWO full
ounces.

it!

>1927, «._J. brolli Tafcecc*
■
M. C.

=SK
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Every-Other-Day (
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Mrs. Eva Marsh has recently re- Earm Bureau Annual Meetturned from a motor trip to Portland ,
.
and the IWhite Mountains.
ing In Warren Next TnursA night workman at the cement
day.
plant reported a snow squall about
2.30 Sunday morning. The air was
The annual meeting of the Knoxvery cold.
Dr. and Mi’s. Eben Alden are leav Lincoln County Fatm Bureau will be
ing today for their winter home in held at Warren Thursday at Glover
Fruitland Park, Fla.
Robert Wlnehenbach who has been Hall.
The forenoon program will con
in town on a furlough has returned to
Sailors' Snug Harbor, Staten Island, sist of five reels of movies. There
N. Y.
is one reel on ’’Turn on the Water"
Dr. I. E. Luce has had his furniture Tliis shows the danger of impure
removed from the dental rooms in water on the farms. It also shows
the Levensaler block to his home on how to install an inexpensive sys
Erin street.
tem. particularly for rural use. There
The meeting of the Baptist Ladies are three reels “Weighed in the Bal
Circle scheduled for Wednesday ance.” This brings out the value of
evening has been cancelled.
cow testing work as told by "Blos
Forrest Stone motored to Boston som” a deserving milk producer. It
Monday with Mrs. Percy Demmons shows how better methods of man
and daughter who will spend a few agement will help in producing more
days in Boston and then go on to milk from individual cows. This is
Providence, R. I., to visit Mrs. of special interest to- dairymen, but
will also apply to any farmer, re- I
Demmons brother, Herbert Rider.
The annual harvest supper will be gat-less of what branch of farming '
held in the Congregational vestry he is carrying on. The last reel is !
Wednesday evening at 6 o’clock. entitled "Home.” Typical American I
The ladles in charge are Mrs. Emer farm homes in various parts of the
son Watts, kitchen; Misses Margaret country. It shows various types of
Jordan and Anna Dillingham, tables; houses and many historical homes. ,
Beginning at 1 the meeting will
Miss Margaret Ruggles, decorations.
Mrs. Alanson Wall is visiting her be called to order by President E. N. i
daughter, Mrs. Harold Wlatts in Bel Hobbs, Hope, Merrill Robinson, sec- I
retary and treasurer, who will give !
mont, Mass.
Mrs. Cyrus Newbert of Gardiner a report of the financial condition !
visited her sister, Mrs. E. K. fWin- of the Farm Bureau. The project '
leaders will report on work done
chenbach Sunday.
Mrs. OctaviA Leighton Is spending during the year—H. H. Nash, Cam
den, Dairy Project; Earle Hodgkins,
a week in Boston.
Mrs. Charles Smith and Miss Leila Jeffei^on, Orchard iPToject; PhSip
Lee, Waldoboro, Poultry Project.
Clark spent Saturday In Portland.
Leonard Stetson attended the fu Clarence Walker. Aina, Crops and
Project;
Leon
Dodge,
neral of his aunt Mrs. Bowers in Forestry
North Edgecomb, Farm Management
Camden Monday.
Frank and Ralph Richards have re Project; Club Project, Miss llda
Bennett, Nobleboro; Foods Project,
turned from a hunting trip.
Members of the Baptist Sunday Mrs. H. H. Nash. Camden; Clothing
school are planning for a Halloween Prcject, Mrs. G. M. P. Carleton,
Aina; Household Management Pro
social.
Mrs. Addie Stetson is visiting her ject, Mrs. Lena Webb, Warren.
There will be a report by the
sister, Mrs. R. N. Winslow In Au
chairman of each of the 26 commun
burn.
Wiliam Vinal was oft duty Mon ities in the couBty on tthe results of
The
day from the American Railway Ex the membership campaign.
plan of Extension work for 1928
press Co. on account of sickness.
'William Dennis of Chicago called will be presented by County Agent
upon his cousin, W. P. Strong Satur Wentworth and Home Demonstra
day. Mr. Dennis is a son of Henry tion Agent Miss Simmons. Follow
ing the business session there will
Dennis of Portland and Adelia Flint
be a report of the nominating com
Dennis of Thomaston.
mittee which will present an execu
Twenty-two tickets were sold at
tive board for 1928.
the Thomaston station for the special
Dinner will be served at noon by
train to cross the Kennebec bridge.
Warren Grange.
Among those who went were Win
field Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Elliot, Murray Miller, Mr. and Mrs. CAMDEN LOSES IN FAIRFIELD
Alex Mayo, Vernon Achorn, Joseph
Lawrence High defeated Camden
Adams, Eugene Peters, Mrs. Aveeta
Bucklin, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Averill High for the second time this season
Saturday when the Fairfield gridders
and William Hatch.
Blanchard Orne and Reddlngton scored two touchdowns against none
Robbins left Monday for New York for the visitors. Nelson scored in
to join the yacht Ara for winter the second period and Pillsbury in
the last.
cruising.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Copeland and Lawrence High
Camden High
Miss Margaret Copeland, who have Pillsbury, le........ -........ re, C. Thor, as
spent the summer in town, will re Runnells, It ............................ rt. Egley
turn tomorrow to their home in New Bither, !g ................................ rg, Jones
ton Centre.
McLellan, c ................................ c, Light
Fletcher, rg ................... lg, Thompson
Julia V. Woodcock, teacher of Paquette, rt ....................... It, Redman
piano. Tel. 157-2. Thomaston—adv. Sam Hunter, re ......... le, Allen, Wood
118-130.
Jones, qb .................... ........... qb, Alley
Fleuryd, rh ................... Ih, F. Thomas
Stan Hunter, ih ........... rh, L. Thomas
CAMDEN
Nelson, fb ........ ...................fb, Hopkins
Miss Josephine Wentworth and
Touchdowns made by Nelson, Pills
Mrs. Jack Achorn are spending a
bury,
Referee, Deham.
Umpire,
few days in Boston.
Flood. Time, 4 tens.
Mrs. W. R. Gill left Saturday for
Roslindale, Mass., where she will
ROCKPORT
pass the winter with Dr. and Mrs.
Guy Blood.
Mrs. Wesley Thurston and son
J. Hugh Montgomery attended the
Harvard-Dartmouth football game Jason of Rockland were guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. J. Carleton
Saturday.
Davis.
•
Miss Harriet L. Gill is spending a
Mrs. Ella Ovefiloek returned Sat
few weeks in Boston, New York and urday from Bennington, Vt., where
Atlantic City.
she was the guest of her sons May
Golden Rod Rebekah lodge of nard and Kenneth Overlock for two
Appleton will visit Maiden Cliff Re weeks.
bekah lodge Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Max C. Viles of
Tlie degree staff of Golden Rod lodge Madison have been guests of Mr. and
will confer the degree. Supper at Mrs. G. R. Viles for a few days on
6.30 o’clock.
their honeymoon trip.
Ross Spear and Milford Payson
Mrs. Martha Maddocks of Owl’s
Head and Miss Mabel Maddocks o* were at home from Orono to spend
Rockland have been recent guests of Sunday.
The Twentieth Century Club will
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins.
Mademoiselle Carmelle Ponselle, be entertained Friday afternoon at
prima donna of the Metropolitan the home of Mrs. Alice Gardner.
Mrs. Nettie Simmons of Warren
Opera Company and a sister of the
noted Rosa Ponselle, was the week will be at the Methodist vestry
end guest of Mrs. Minnie Arau, en Wednesday morning for the purpose
route for Pitcher’s Pond where she of organizing a Farm Bureau. It is
hoped that a large number of wo
will enjoy a short outing.
men will be present.
Anthony Arau of Boston has heen
Mrs. Sherman Weed is the guest
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Minnie of her daughter, Mrs. Marshall E
Arau |
Itted in Roxbury.
At the regular meeting of Seaside
The funeral services for Eugene
Chapter, O. E. S., held Monday Brown formerly of Rockport were
evening, there was work on several held in Lincolnville Sunday after
candidates.
noon and attended by Rev. J. L.
The funeral of Mrs. Frank Bowers Wilson of the Baptist church.
Capt. Ernest Torrey, who has been
who died on Saturday at the home of
her son, Maurice Bowers in Port in command of the yacht Harriet,
land, was held from her home in ewned by C. H. Jones of Boston,
Belmont avenue Monday afternoon arrived home Friday of last week to
at 2 o’clock, Rev. Ernest M. Hol remain for the winter.
The Nitsumsosum Club held a
man officiating.
Besides the son
mertioned, she is survived by a hus very enjoyable meeting Monday
band, one sister, Mrs. B. W. Bowley evening at the home of Miss Clara
of Camden and two sons Clarence Walker. Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. John Buzzell mo
Powers and Ralph Robinson of this
place. The deceased was born in tored to Bangor to spend the week
end. They were accompanied by his
Lincolnville July 4, 1864.
Miss Louise Wooster of Portland mother Mrs. Sarah Buzzell who will
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Bert be the guest of her daughter. Mrs
C. E. Walmsley for an indefinite
V. Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Durrell of period.
Officers elect of St. Paul’s Lodge,
Portland have been guests of Mr.
A. F. & A. M., will be installed at a
and Mrs. Carl Whitehouse.
Mrs. A. A. Norton is visiting rela special meeting next Monday even
ing at 7.30 o’clock. The installing
tives in Beverly, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph French left officer will be Right Worshipful
bv auto Monday for their home in Brother, J. A. Richan of Rockland
by
Right
Worshipful
Philadelphia after visiting friends in assisted
town. They were accompanied by Brother Frank A. Peterson as grand
Robert Coates who will be their marshal and Rev. J. L. Wilson as
grand chaplain.
guest for a short time
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Shatney and
Several from Camden went on the
excursion from Rockland Monday Mrs. S. P. Ryan of Orono Hnd Mr
morning for the first crossing of the aijd Mrs. George McPeters of Still
water were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Carlton bridge.
Miss Mabel Howe has returned Arthur K. Walker Sunday. '
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and
from a vacation of two weeks passed
in Brookline. Mass., and Bennington, Mrs. Cacildia Cain spent Sunday at
Vt . and resumed her position Mon their cottage in Northport.
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
day morning as supervisor at the
held a very successful fair at the
central telephone office.
The installation of Amity lodge. F. G. A. R. hall last Friday afternoon
& A. M., will' be hold Friday even ar.d evening which was attended by
a large number. The decorations
ing and will be private.
Ernest Dickey has returned from were very attractive, many beauti
ful flowers and flags being used.
a trip to Boston and New York.
A large number of the Camden Fancy articles were sold by Mrs.
teachers will attend the annual j Lillian Lincoln, aprons of all kinds
meeting of the Maine Teachers’ As- bv Mrs. Emma Torrey, and the food
sociation in Portland, Oct. 26-28.
| table was in charge of Mrs. Li,nthel
iRemember the fair and rummage Lane and Mrs. Medora Berry;
sale to be held Friday and Saturday frankfurts were sold by Mrs. Inez
by Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters, Giant and Mrs. Nellie Alexander;
and Camden lodge. Knights of punch table was presided over by
Pythias. in their hall, Main street.
Mrs. Cacildia. Cain; the store was
The annual meeting of Knox-Lin- ’ in charge of Mrs. Maud Davis and
coin Farm Bureau will be held at Mrs. Hazel Cain; Mrs. Vellie SixpM’iaren. Thursday.
------ •-a
-
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ANNIE ANO REUBEN

THE YEAR’S REVIEW

RADIO “A” and “B”
SOCKET POWERS

Well Known Stonington Schooner
Toys With Granite Blocks Weigh
ing Tons-

DISTRIBUTED BY

Darling Automobile Co., Inc.
AUBURN, MAINE

RnnsANYradio
frojn your house /
electric current*
Bui: t fer all
Radio Petarr
Tribss—nul

RadioO Socket Power
It’s a fact!

It

makes no

will dsiiva
ISO volts at 64
MHIJ-antjwej

difference whether you

now hate a

dry-cell or a storage-battery operated radio set, or what kind of battery set you
may buy, the Philco AB Socket Power will run that set from your electric light
socket, smoothly and perfectly. Yes, now you can select the radio with the
tone you like—any tried and proven set—and then remember, Philco will
operate it from your house electric current. Your radio switch controls every
thing—your “A” and ’’B” power as well as the radio itself.

All In mu cabinet.
NO BUM anO
NO OMTOBTION.
l.rilit.ly Improves
rscspllon.

Handling blocks of granite that
weigh 20 tons and more Is as easy for
the Stonington schooner Annie and
Reuben as it is for the average mortal
to lift a loaf of sugar from the sugar
bowl and deposit it in a cup of cof
fee. For the past 36 years now. the
veteran coaster has been Used ex
clusively in the stone trade, carrying
thousands of tons of fine granite from
the quarries on Deer Isle to many
ports along the Atlantic Coast.
Her capacity Is about 290 tons,
which means a total of about 10
blocks each trip. At the present time
she is delivering a shipment of stone
here for reshipment to Concord. N.
t H„ where it is dressed. The granite
for many of the most famous public
buildingR in the East has been trans
ported from Stonington by the Annie
and Reuben.
I Last week she discharged another
cargo of granite blocks at Central
wharf here for Concord. With her
extra heavy gear she lifts the blocks
from her deck, raises them above the
level of a string of freight cars on the
.wharf and'drops them gently Into
the cars. It can be done In a forei noon, and to the landsman it is a
marvel of engineering skill, but all In
the day’s work for the crew of the
schooner.
I Back of the Annie and Reuben’s fine
record for dispatch of cargo is the
master hand of Capt. John E- Duke,
skipper of the vessel, whose life has
been devoted to the safe handling of
stone. Upon him is the direct re
sponsibility for the loading and dis
charge of cargo.—Portland Express.

J M poor clcctrle light:

you merely snap ON your radio se/itch
when you want to listen in. Sncp it
OFF. and your radio ia silent. No fuss
or bother. Perfect radio reception.

An Ironclad Guarantee by
tb« Factory goes with every Philco
AB Socket Power and they are built to
conform with the Underwriters' Labo
ratories Safety Specifications.

Console-Cabinet Models arc
built to fit inaide the cabinets of prac
tically all well-known sett, including:
Atwater Kent, Crosley. Pfanstiehl,
Freed Eisemann. Fada. Radiola-23,
VictrolaRadiola, Brunswick-Radiola.

Special Philco Unitt have
been designed for Fada. Pfanstiehl,
Freed-Eisemann, Stromberg Carlson.
Brunswick-Radiola. Splitdorf. King,
Victrola-Radiola, and are tested and
approved by these companies

MA” storage battery: you won’t need,

Installation FREE and Easy Payments I Yes, any one of

Visit Any Authorized Philco

Rockport—Crockett’s Garage
Tenant’s Harbor—Creek Garage
Tenant's Harbor—Tenant's Har
bor Garage
Thomaston—W. P. Strong
Union—Gordon & Lovejoy Co.
Union—Ronald Messer
Waldoboro—C. B. Stahl
Warren—Central Garage (Cogan
At Driwett)
Warren—Warren Garage

FREE COUPON

Ma.-h.
Camden—4. C. Curtis. Inc.
Camden—W. D. Heald
Camden—Lenfest & Nutt
No. Haven—Emery Wooster

To Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.
I Brighton Ave.
Boston, Mass.
Dept. 4957

I thall be pleased to receive your free
illustrated literature describing the fam
ous Philco Radio AB Socket Power; also
the full details of your easy payment, free
allowance VWWTe
offer.
’installation
------------- —and
— —trade-in
—•mwwmuvv

S

N«n._______________________________

«».?-------------------------------------

.
State

«« a WI* Though we provided thia year for double last 'ear’s demand, our sales are rv
IflfiPOJE I FxFf A estimates that those desiring Philcos this season should act promptly, Immedial.

ing so much vbove our
orders wi!. be delivered
promptly. It would be well to telephone or call upon your dealer today—but mail the coupon at once anyway, even if you plan to call:
then you will have all the facts of this remarkable offer before you.
©mi

RADIO “A” AND “B”

SOCKET POWERS
,

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

643 Main Street
ies on sale; candy table in charge of
Mre. Millie Coombs and Mps. Min
nie Wellman.
Supper was served
under the direction of tlie executive
committee, Mrs. Inez Grant, Mrs.
Effie Herrick. Mrs. Bernice Carver
and Mrs. Sarah Prince. The attrac
tion of the afternoon was the baby

For Sale
FOB SALE
. ou want ttny.
R.ihkin St.

show’ at which many were present
Bells and ribbons were given to
each.
The proceeds amounted to
about $121.
The social which was postponed
Iart Wednesday evening on account
of the storm will be held by Juniors
and Intermediates of the Baptist

Tel. 661
Sunday School, ‘Wednesday evening
of this week at 7 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester P. Went
worth returned Saturday from a two
weeks’ gunning trip in Northern
Maine, bringing with them a buck
weighing 13ff pounds and report a
very enjoyable trip.

High Compression Performance
that thrills the most Veteran Experts
By the Automobile Expert of “Automobile Topics”

Standard Models
( J18-inch wheelbase)

Coach .
Sedan .

.
.

$1175
1285

(127-inch wheelbase)

Coach .
Sedan .

.
,

$1285
1385

Custom-Built
Models
(12 7-inch wheelbase)

Brougham $1575
7-Pass.
Phaeton . 1600
7-Pass.
Sedan
. 1850
All prices f. o. b.
Detroit, plus war
excise tax

.. it will walk away from the
traffic signal faster than any
thing Hudson has ever built. ..It
will step out of line and jump into
the lead from any speed without
the slightest hesitation.
“But further, all this is accom
plished without a vestige of that
tinkle-tinkle business under the

hood that Englishmen know as
‘pinking’ and American engi
neers as the gas knock, or deto
nation. Apparently this present
Hudson engine just isn’t going

to ‘ping’ when the throttle ts
quickly opened, or when the car
is driven hard against a hilL

‘Under precisely similar condi
tions most any other modern
engine will detonate when run
ning on ordinary fuel... r

“The Hudson motor does what
it does on any old fuel at all,
it is said, and assuredly does it
on the run of pump fuel that is
sold at base prices everywhere.”

HUDSON Super-Six'
SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY INC
TEL. 896.

712 MAIN STREET
-

...

V

.

■

.

■

........................

Come Quick If j
43 f
128-lt

BmWKR.

Apply at
128*130

FOR SALE—Four Queen Incubators. 400 egg
size; 3 eo»l brclers. «ieap if taken at once.
ITS KAXK1N ST._______________
K8-130

column not to ex
once for 25 cents,
Additional lines 5
10 cents for three
line-

WANTED -MiuJIcaged woman for house
work In family of two. M, care CourierGazette.
128-130
WANTED -By a young man. attending
Commercial College, board and room in a
private family. Tel. Lincolnville 12-19. J.
D. PEASE, Hope.
127-129

FOR SALE—Cheap, or to rent to reliable i
parties A and B fiat Conn, clarinets, inquire
at PARK ST. BARBER SHOP.
128-130 |

SNOW-HUDSON CO.

FOR SALE—Fowi/welght about 4 lbs.. 20c
--------------- Comallve. 32c dressed, W. E.WKITNEY,
128*lt
tnerdal St.. Rockport.

710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

FOR BALE—Two hundred more S. C. R. I.
R. pullets, ready 1.9 laf- OLAPLBCRBST
FARM. Union road. Warren, Me. Tel. 6-31.

u can

130*133

FOR SALE—Libby’s Quick Luuch. located •
on Washington St. lei •Camden, Including j
buildings, newly shingled and in good con
dition. Two rooms and bath up-$talrs. Good j
cofintej room with small dining room at
tached. Large kitchen fully equipped. Refrlge tator. electric range and cash register
pricileally new. Three stoves and restau
rant supplies; also
bou.s# at rear of
building.
Boiling qn account of alcknega.
Price right for caslu Inquire of EATCfiETT
E. F. LIBBY, Rockland. Tel. Camden $4-4.

-12^.^

SALE—Two Toad wagons. 2 si _.L .
good as new, pair light dellfeYy
—
delivery sleds, nght
harness: every tiling to be sold at « bargain.
LEANDER NEWBERT, Jbuttf
^a130

FOB SALE—Glenwood
parlor stovg, used
-----------------------only short time. WALTER LARRABEE
128*130
Camden
FOR SALE- ’New milch cow, also beef cow.
W. E. BURGESS, fcuitb I’nion
128-130
FOR SALE One couch, 1 mirror 25x46 and
1 Apex vacuum cleaner. gU Ju good condition.
Aw»l> ABOTUR ROHES or phone 88Q
127-129
FOR SALE—Twenty thousand 5%-ft. shaved

birch hoops.

Price very low.

R. A R. CORP.
127-129

428.
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Ap
FOR SALE—German police pups, 3 months
ply after 4 p m. MRS. C. I. BURROWS. 66 old at a reduced price for the next two weeks.
Beech St.
127-129 Eypry pup guaranteed; get yours now before
WANTED—Two salesmen to canvass on they are gone. O. B. LIBBY, Warren. Tel.
3->.
__________________________ 127*130
commission.
Excellent chance, with the
Christmas season near at hand. Apply at
FOR SALE—Morse. 2 cows and caH, cream
once. PHOTO ART CO., Box 3«3 Rockland sepjjr^or, fanning tools. A. H. LWJ-yLAN
UOPJCd'AND,
Me.
127*129
120
arren.
I WANTED—Aged people or babies to board.
FOR SALE—iPouy, harness, riding saddle
MRS. FLORA W. JONES. Tel. Warren 1-12. and s:eigh or will trade for stock or pullets.
I
126*128 Apply G. A. WINSLOW, Owl’s Head. Tel.
127-129
WANTED- Long-haired shaggy cats and 423-14.
kittens. Write age, color ad sex. JOHN S.
FOR SALE—Range, in' good condition,
RANLETT. Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14
single bed complete, quiUs, clothes wringer,
125*130 gas healer and other things. 83 PARK ST.
126*128

FOR SALE—Golden oak dining set. In fine
ondltion. Reasonable price. TEL 462-M.
126-128

To Let

TO LET—House. 7 rooms, furnace, lights
FOR SALE—A round dak coal stove. Good
and water, double garage and garden : 30 condition. Reasonable price. MRS FLORA
:ikin:li
i-i'i’isrt 17’- R.LNKLN ST.
I2&V ID MANK. Waldoboro.
126-128
TO LET—Four-room apartment, Masonic
FOR SALE—^Twenty-five ft. power boat
St.—parlor, din'ng room, kitchen, bedroom Ford engine, price $65 00. CHARLES HENwith use of bathroom.
Apply to IMTSS DDRSCXN, Thomaston.
126-128
MABEL A. SPRING. 613 ‘Maple St.. Fall
FOR SALE- Two tons high grade Lowell
River, Mass.
128-130
fertilizer 4-8-4 and 3-8-10. been slightly wet.
| TO LET—Tenement on Linden St. with Any decent offer takes It. S. B. HASKELL
garage, elect *lc lights and hath. No children Camden. Phone 238 11.
125-tf
JAiMTTS FISKE, 64 Mechanic St.
127*129
FDR SALE--Farm 75 acres known as the
TO LET- Barber shop to reliable, com Lovejoy farm on the Hoatner pond road. 2Vi
petent barber for the winter. Going South miles from Camden, nice poultry farm or
Inquire SltkNEY MESSER, Union, Me. Tel truck farpiing; large two story house avid out
8000
127-129 buildings. In nice condition; nice well of
TO LET—«Flve room apartment, all fur water; plenty of wood and pasture; the
nished, modern improvements. Call at THE largest elm tree in the county stands di
ELMS. Elm St.
126-128 rectly back of the house. HASKELL &
CORTHELL. Camden. Tel. 238-11.
123-tf
TO LET—Unfurnished apartments, Inquire
at 12 KjO
KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
FOR SALE—Ten acre field, one half mile
126-tf
from Rockport village; cuts 10 tons of hay;
TO LET Furnished house. MISS ALICE
large barn and garage, nearly new. Wood
FULLER 23 Linden St. Tel. 106-M. 123-tf
and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer PonJ, lot
FOR RENT—New three, four and nve room, of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood.
fu-nished or unfurnished apartments In Some nice cottage lots on this laud. HASK
Thomaston. Best location In town. H. H
ELL & CXJRTHEiLL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
STOVER & CO. 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
123-tf
123-128
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry farm, two
TO LET—Tenement over Kennedy’s store a
miles from Rockport village; five acres; nice
the Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire P. L. house, barn and hen house; 50 hens, one
HAVENER. Tel 792.
117 tf Jersey cow, three tons of hay, farming tools,
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Are. Appb nice kitchen range and telephone In the house.
to GEORGE M. SIMMONS. Tel. 4W. 118-tf Big trade. HASKELL & CORTHELL. Tel.
238-11 Camden.
125-tf

ON ACCOUNT OF FAILING H'ALTH I
have concluded to sell my enti-e farming
outfit, consisting of cows, steers, heifers, hogs,
hens, horses; all tanning impkinents, con
sisting of harrows, plows, team wagon, double
and single grocery and road wagons, double
and single harness, double and single sleds
75 tons of early cut hay. No decent offer r.e
fused. C. E. SMITH, Washington, Me. Tel
12-19.
128*lt

back every time the accelerator
pedal is trod upeu. Throughout
its whole range, the response to
throttle seems to be precisely
the same. ‘Soft spots’ are simply
not to be found.

d.

FOR SAL*—Oak dining table.
3 KNOX sa*.. Thomaston.

Miscellaneous

“It has... all the ‘punch’ in the
world... a smart push in the

MNfe clH

There’s happiness in one of our
reonditiened and tested carg.
Little money buys one. Guaran
teed like a new car.

1923 ESSEX SEDAN ......... J185.00
1826 FORD SEDAN ........... $200.00

i

MaUAddrm____________ __

Distributed by

For further information see CAPT. JOHN BROWN, Gleason St,
Thomaston, Maine.
127-132

WANTED—-Farmers—Christmas
trees by
I supple labor.
Call ROCK
the bunch
LAND 895, between
and 7 o’clock with
details.
128*130
WANTED- -Finnish girl for'general house
work.
MRS A W. FOSS, 11 Beech St.
Tel. 343.
128-lt

Mall this

ROCKLAND, ME.

Barn garage.

ONE PORTABLE STEAM SAW .MILL, capacity about 20,000 per day.
One Edger. Two Wood Lots 25-60 acres in the town of Washington,
Maine.

Wanted

Dealer below, or
Author-

Lot 100 feet on Knox street, 375 feet on Caroline street.
Garden. Modern Chicken Houses and yard.

LOST—Lady’s small black pocketbook, con
taining money and door key between The
Brook and Senter Crane Co.’s.
Reward.
IMKS. R L. BRIDGES, Glencove.
128*130
LOST—Setter dog. white with slight yellow
markings. Left automobile Monday noon In
vicinity of Rankin block. K. W. BLACKINGTON. Tel. 669-W.
128-lt

these Philco Dealers below will connect the new Model Philco Socket
Power to your radio set—whether it is an old set or a new set—at absolutely
no additional cost to you, and will give you easy terms; you merely make a
small down payment and the balance a little each month.

The following are

House thoroughly modern and in perfect repair. Hardwood floors.
Hot water heat. New automatic oil burner, in furnace, with 1000 gal
lon tank. Electric hot water heater and range connections. Chamberlain Metal weather strips on every opening. Copper screens through
out. Fitted and painted banking boards. Brass plumbing.

Lost and Found

it when you get your Philco. Any of the Authorized Philco Dealers below will'
make you a liberal allowance for it—no matter how old or worn out it may be.

ized Philco Dealers—dealers you
can depend upon and who abso
lutely guarantee your complete
satisfaction. Any one of these dealers will give you Free Installation,
Easy Payment Terms and a Liberal Trade-In Allowance.

ROCKLAND
Central Maine Power Company
House Sherman 585 Main
MAINE
Camden—Camden
Garage

Advertisements In this
ceed three lines Inserted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents each for one time,
times. Six words make a

ing to do! No more batteries to replace! No fuss or bother! And better Still,
you get improved reception—not the least hum; not the least distortion!
Perfect “A” and "B” power alwaysl Super-power for all radio power tubes! ISO
volts at 60 Milli-cmperes! Here is your chance to do away with your "A'*
storage battery and all dry-cell “A” and *’B” batteries.

Trade In $our old

WILLIAM R. PHILLIPS RESIDENCE
37 KNOX STREET, THOMASTON, MAINE /

In Everybody’s Column

Does Away with All Battery Bother ! No more recharg

EASY AS TURNING ON

FOR SALE

i

FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, stove length,
$8 per cord la Rockland; $7 In TP Mnsston
and $6 In Warren. Also first quaV'f flitted
hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKA*11.
ren. AH.
118-tf
FOR SALE—Turnips, carrots,
Johnson
beans and straw.
J. M. EVANSKY, Old
County road, near iron bridge. Tel. 513-R.
421-126
FOR SALE—Potting soil for plants. 60c
peck or $2 bushel, delivered anywhere In
town.
EtnVFN A. DEAN, Rockland. Me.
Tel. USl-M.
124-129

ON RECEIPT OF YOUR P. 0. ORDER for
Ight
$l.on we send a water color picture, size 8x16
124-126
:<2-M
to frame, of Owl’s Head cliff or headlight or condition . TBL. 242-M
Camden
harbor with
boat.
STANLAW
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted for Move or
STVIMO, 90 Otis St., Melrose, Mass.
128-lt furnace.
HAROLD PEASE, Warren. Me.
124M35
THIS IS TO NOTIFY tiuntera and all other Tel. 10 21.
persons not to trespass, or cut wood on the
FOB SALE <Jbod furnace wood Is our spe
keep away from the sand hank.
AVA cialty. $14.00 delivered. RALPH P. CONANT
STAPLES.
128* It & SON.
123-tf
PROF. ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solves
FOR SALE—-Used dining room suites; good
your problems. Tells you how to be success condition.
C. A. EMBRY, 28 pacific St.
ful. Give advice on all affairs of life—lov
Tel. 518-M or 436-M.
123-tf
courtship, marriage, health, business.
,
FOR SALE—Nice building lots in the best
proper solution of your affairs may be the
turning point in ycur life.. Readings $1.00 locations of the city. City water, sewers, gas
to ladies. Hours 11 a. in. to 5 p. m. 27 and electricity adjoins property. These lots
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.
127*129 are priced low and will undoubtedly double
in valqe in tbls location within a short time.
ELECTRIC MOTORS rine %h. p , $9.00
This is your opportunity to get a nice build
one l/2 h. p., $24.00. Can be plugged in any ing lot In the right location. Phone for
light or wall socket. A. W. DECRUW, 125 further partlcula-s EASTERN REAL ESTATE
Middle St. Tel. 750-W.
127*129 CO., 32 Union 8t. Tel. 818.
123-128
MAIL ORDERS—Ladles’ silk and wool hose
FOI SALE—New modern flvg and six room
very pretty ehades, silver and black, beaver homo with bath, hot and cold water, electric
and tan. grain, gra/, beige and dark tan
llghtg,-cement walks, heat, set tubs In cellar,
Send $1 on for I pair, $1.83 for 2 pal
hardWood floors and numerous other modern
RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP. 12 High 8»
convtMMences. Nice sunny locations at atRo«-k'and. Me.
115*t traetiin prices. EASTERN REAL ESTATE
. 123-128
TAILORED DRESSMAKING. REMODELING CO., 32 Union 8t. Tel. 819.
and re ining outer garments a specialty.
FOR SALE—rrtl'pair of iteel' irch' supportd
MRS. MARIE INGRAHAM. 20 Oak »t.
slniittr to the $3.00 kind for tl.UO. HcLATN
123-128 SIIOB STORE.
120-tf
$25 REWARD—A reward of $23 will be
FOR SALE—Ory soft fitted elabe 88; »lso
paid for information leading to the con cord end fitted wood. Tel. 2«8-l3 Rockland.
viction of the person or persona who stole L. F, TOiaiAX, P O. Thomaston.
110-130
screens and chair from m.v Tlilson avenue
FOR SALE—Lumber end wood; 4-fool
store.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 TilLson
hoard
stabs
86.50;
store
length
88;
stare
Ave. Tel. 4-W.
1.26-128
slabs 86.50. L. A. PACKARD, Thomut/v.
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE R. F. D.
l!8’130
PORTER Is for sale at J. F. CARVER’S,
FOft SALE—A pretty home and It I: mod
Rockland
182*t<
ern, and located ip the heart of the cityWHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that only $2300—half cash, balance 3 years.
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, Compare It with tome iK'ng fdiown at $5000
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News and $6000. FREEMAN Y t^G, Realtor. Tel
Agency. 308 West 4ftth St.
24-tf
714-M.
114-tf

FDR SALE—Place on “west side’of Maple
Juice Core, about 10 miles from Thor.-.istop,
gou<rBtate road, hu’ldinp in gopd repair, 21
rod bALt—Eight room house at 12# acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. B.
Rankin Rt. with 10 acre, of land and
FILUfORE. 85 Tark St.. Rockland.
barns. EDWARD 1. HELLIEB. Tel. 43 M.
llfi*tf
47-tl
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, 38; dr, the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall 1
hsrd wood, slso lumber. T. J. CARROlit’ orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODHB. 118-tf
Tel. 243-21 Rockland. F. O. Thomaston. 118-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES!
BARKER'S POEMS—A cop, In excellent and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
ciadltlon for ssls. Also s cop, of "Befla- den spot of Maine—Peviobacot Bav. Write
hlno of Colonlsl listos-” JU I.
ns
wluu yon-warn. OJUUN
HeL
>._A «
iokurtliLgau.
118-U fast, Maine.

For Sale

j'ATTiai.

Many Other Good Trades
*

SNOW-HUDSQN CO.
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Telephone 886

COME ON UP AND SEE THE

Bargains In Fords
We bought them right and sell
them likewise. Why walk?
Prices from $30.00 up. All good
Tires and new Duco Paint. We
are going to sell these cars as wi
need the money.

Brazier & McMahon
722 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
OPEN EVENINGS
Next to Snow- Hudson ,28-130

H. M. de ROCHEMf
PLUMBING, HEAT
106 Pleasant Street,
Roc
Telephone 244-W

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

FOR SALE
* »

I

Standard FI

ADDRESSOGRAPH
I

For M Platea

With Gl Graphotype and Cabinet
All Complete

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette

POLOS
®
of head or cl
chest are more easily
treated externally
ett<
with—

VICKS
Uaqd Yearly

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this Arm hat
faithfully aarved tha fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 450j Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEE’S *
ROCKLANP, ME,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 25, 1927

Tv*ry-Ofher-Day

fiM SOCIETY
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, ihis department espe
cially desires Information of social liappen.lngs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes* sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE
770

Cards have been received an
nouncing the marriage of Fred AV.
Glover and Miss Florence M. Butler
or Charlotte, N. C„ on Tuesday, Oct.
IS. Mr. and Mrs. Glover have been
on a motor trip through Canada and
-will arrive in this city tomorrow to
spend several days as guests of Mr.
'Glover's mother, Mrs. E. K. Glover,
Masonic street.
Members ot the Women's Educa
tional Club are invited to be the
guests of Mrs. Alice Hall, Warrenton
Park, Thursday afternoon of ithis
week. They are asked to take the
2.10 Rtreet ear from waiting room and
isutos will be at the Glencove postoffice to meet them. 2V box lunch
will be served, rugmented by one of
Mrs. Hall's famous fish chowders.
Please take silver and a bowl. If
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and Mrs.
Thursday should be stormy Mrs. I Julia Burpee entertained the Guting
Hall's invitation holds good for Fri-|ciub at the home of Mrs. Sleeper,
day.
Those planning to go will South Thomaston, Friday afternoon
phase telephone (881) Mrs Ida Sim and evening, with supper, followed
mons.
by auction to which the gentlemen
were invited. There were four tables
Mrs. E. ft. Gould returned last ut auction, the prizes falling to Mrs.
night from Boston where she has j. o. Stevens and George M. Simbeen the guest of Mrs. Xell Hayes.
mons. Mrs. Charles Rose and G. B.
------i Butler were guests.
The Rubinstein Club will hold Its
-----regular meeting Friday afternoon at 1 yrR_ Frank A Tirrel, and Ml.R
2.15 o clock in the vestry of the I ni- Llovd x Lawrence entertained at
v.-sallst Church. A miscelUneous .
Communlty Swe€t shop at South
program will be given, with Mis.
Friday evening in honor of
Rachel Browne acting as chairman. Mrs. Dorothy Bird George who was
The following are scheduled to ap at her Rockland home for a few days
pear: Mrs. Rachel Browne, current th<- past week. There were 15 in the
events; piano solo. Miss Aleada Hall; party and following the dinner Mrs.
pic no duet, Mrs. Doris Eldridge and George was the recipient of "jokes"
Mrs. Gertrude Parker; violin solo. which made the evening an unusual
Miss Elizabeth Knight; vocal solos. ly Jolly one.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Giroux of
Waterville accompanied by Miss
Elizabeth Miner of Calais spent the
wekend with Mrs. Giroux's parent,:.
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedle, North
Main street.

In connection with the announce- 1
ment that Miss Eleanor Snow,
daughter of Mr. and Airs. Carlton F.
Snow. Talbot avenue, has been elect
ed president of the jnpior class at
Simmons College, comes the inter
esting item concerning the ceremon
ies which attend this event. It cen
ters around the "marrying" of the
junior class to the freshman class,
tho president of the former (Miss
Snow) acting as bridegroom and the
president of the latter acting as
bti'ide. On the evening of Nov 4 a
"stag party" is given to the bride
groom, ushers and other ‘‘male’’
members of the wedding party, the
participants appearing in formal
male evening attire At noon Nov.
5 the wedding ceremony takes place
In the dining hall of Simmons, Miss
Sr.ow and her "male" attendants ln
cutaways, top hats, etc., the correct
attire for a noon wedding. Follow
ing this Is a wedding breakfast,
served at the Ritz-Carlton to the en- |
tire wedding party. This observance
is carried out each year and is con- I
siuered one of the most important I
events in the college life. Miss Snow
in addition to being president of the
junior class is assistant manager of
the hockey team and assistant edi
tor of the A’ear Book. These activi
ties bespeak both her popularity and
ability.

There will be a meeting at 7
o'clock Thursday evening of Kalloch
Miss Mlnne AVhite of Bath Is the class in the Baptist chapel, for the
guest of her sister Mrs. Lucy Ken election of officers, and there will
nedy at the Laurie, and also of her be a comforter to tack.
brother, iW. S. White, Main street.
Miss Mildred Alley of Waterville,
Mrs. Fanny Heth, who Is to con who spoke at the Teachers’ reception
duct a dancing school here this win given by the AV. C. T. U. in the Con
gregational vestry Friday evening
ter met several of the ladies who are
was the guest of the Misses Young
interested in the project at the
while here. Miss Alley is the field |
Coper Kettle Thursday. Mrs. Heth
worker for the State W. C. T. U. and
presented her schedule In an Inter
spoke in the Appleton churches Sun- ,
esting manner, and judging from the
day. Miss Alley expects to go to
response should have a successful
Cushing 4pday, where she will speak
season.
in some of the schools.

Mrs. Lena Lawrence True will en
tertain the Chapin Class at her home
Misss Mabel F. Lamb spent the on Ulmer street this evening.
wet«er
end in Portland, the guest of
M:. and Mrs. H. X. McDougall. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. George Gifford of Los
Lamb motored to Portland with Mr. Angeles arrived yesterday to be the
, and MrR pred True
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. iAV. Fuller
|
"
___ ’
for several days.
I Class 28 of th M. E. Church will
,nePt at 7 30 Thursday night with
Clifford Goudey, John Bird Co.’s
M).R Aser.ath Ac-horn, Lindsey street,
representative in Auburn, was at the
(or a Rocia, evening
home office yesterday.
___
Carl Borgerson accompanied by
Mrs. L. W. Benner and Mrs. Ed
Victor Stimpson of South China ward X. Benner went to Brunswick
and Mr. Stephenson and son of Bel,
, ,
,
,
yesterday to meet Miss Dorothy
last left here early Sunday morn ng
of
Fvancisco wbo
Miss Mina Jenkins who is vaca for a week's gunning trip in the make an extended visit.
tioning from her office position in Moosehead Lake region.
Portland has been the guest of her
___
H. A. Daniels left yesterday on
parents. Mr. and Mrs. .1. S. Jenkins. ! MfR Uorothy Blrd Oeorge
Myrtle street, the past week, part of , studving at tlle Xew England Con- the first leg of his journey to Mo
tbe time being devoted to a motor j seivatory of Music and actlng as Su. rocco. where he plans to spend the
trip to Brownville.
Miss Jenkins pe|.yisor o{ ,.ubllc School Mugic V greater part of the winter.
left Sunday, the remainder of her Canton. Mass., spent a few days with
Mrs. EUa Grimes who has closed
vacation to be spent on a bunting her mother, Mrs. Jennie Bird. Talhc-r cottage at Crescent Beach and is
trip. She was Ihe recipient of many bat avenue, returning Saturday.
occupying the apartment of Mrs. M.
■ocial attentions while in the city.
----,,
.
.
. . , .;E. Haines. Grove street, expects to
Little Miss Marian Lamb, daugh- j .J’card^H C“ her “
Califol"la l" about
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lamb, of L, „
1V
c’Lst Wetks where she "ln spend the wln
Rankin street, recently entertained a Cj,mde
'
r 0 '
'
‘ ter She will make the trip via the
.
11 1
prizes were presented
to Mrs. Mary
p,«nnma Canal,
few
of. .her email -friends at. a Haland Mra
d Panama
Mrs. Zulletta Ames of Camden, Mrs.

Kathleen Marston, Miss Celia Brault,
end Mrs. Hattie Snow; musical read
ings, Miss Beulah Rakes. If any of
the above are unable to appear, a
substitute should be provided with
at least 24 hours’ advance notice.
—~............
,
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. FuUer armed
home Saturday afternoon from Slielburne, N H.„ where they have been
at Phllbrook Farm for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Spear have remained at Shelburne for a few days
longer, due to Mr. Spear's illness.

loween dinner party to celebrate her
fifth birthday. The table decorations

'

~
d other prizes fell to, Mrs Damie Rose Gardner substlwere very 1 ffeutive, and Mnrlnn-wau Mrs. George Wooster apil Mrs. tuted jn the place of Mrs. Helen
Gcoigc Smith.
Carver Cross, soprano, at the Chrlsthe recipient cf many pretty gifts.
___
~,
I tian Science Church, Sunday. Her
The Woman's Association of the'
Ka.'nmnd Fogariy arrived from singing was very pleasing.
PIjmt'ith. Mass., Saturday and to
Congregational Church will serve
gether with Mrs. Fogarty and two
The next date on the Country
supper in the church vestry Wed
children who preceded him in July, Club's cSlendar of good times is
nesday evening at 6 o'clock, with the
will again locate at their former Friday of this week, when a dance
following committee in charge: Mrs.
lion • 113 Broadway.
I will be given, with Dr. W. E EllingA. H. Jones, chairman, Mrs. A. E
----wood as chairman. Good music is
Keyes. Mrs. E. L. Spear. Mrs. G. E.
Air. and Mrs. Boland Creamer and assured and there will be many feaParsons, Mrs. Lizzie Hahn. Miss
da tighter, Pauline, spent Sunday with tures in keeping with the Halloween
; Caro Littlefield, Miss Anne BltckMt-./ 'reamer's father, Cbaries Creim- [ season.
Ington. Mrs. Nathan Cobb. Mrs. J.
AV.iislow's Mills. They were at
E. StevT-ns, Miss Ad i B. Y< ung and
A card party will be given at the
con panled by Mrs. Helen 1 a'wivnce
Mrs. LaForest Thurston. The enter
wit) lias been spending a few days G A. R. hall this evening at eight
tainment and candy committee will
with her brother. R. L. Jones, at ’ lie o’c’oek under the auspices of the
, conduct a candy sale ;n connect..!
Sons of Veteran's Auxiliary. Mrs.
High lards.
wi'h the supper with Mrs. Grace
Helen Paladino acting as hostess.
la wier.ee and Mrs. Agnes Brown in
The Junior Harmony Club will
' charge, assisted by the fo-Howing:
There -will J>e relief sewing in the
held its first meeting of the season in
Mrs. H. A. Buffum, Miss Caro Little- the Universal!*! vestry Friday even vestry of the Congregational Church
. fieid, Mrs. Hazel Powers, Miss Made ing at 7 o’clock. There will be no AVednesday afternoon.
line Rogers, Mrs. Lena Fates Sirs.. program, the meeting being devoted
Katherine Derry, Mrs. Marian Cook., wholly to business matters v^itlch
Richard Bird was home from BowMrs. Florence Snow, Mrs. Helen wi'l include the election of officers doln College over the weekend ac
• Orue. 1
for the ensuing year. The same rules companied by a classmate, Richard
1
that have prevailed are still in effect. Stone of Gardiner. The two Dicks
MabeJ F. Lamb, Teacher of Piano. Ages are restricted to years between left Brunswick at 6 o’clock Friday
Mother's Creative Music Course by 1(1 and 15. Inclusive. A boy oh girl evening on Shank's mare, arriving
EfTa Ellis Perfieki. designed for chil wl o wishes to become a member about one Saturday morning. They
dren 4 to 7 years. Thus course Is must be studying at the present time were more fortunate on their return
baaed on the music of Birds. Ani-:and have had at least two years’ pre- trip, Mrs. Elmer S. Bird placing her
male and Flowers. Class and Pri- vlous musical training. Mrs. Leola Franklin car at their disposal.
vate Lessons. Musicianship Course Flint Noyes and Mrs. Lucy Rankin
for more advanced pupils. For fur- 'who have accomplished such efficient
The auxiliary of St. Peter's church
' ther information call 78G-M at 1001 work with this club will again be In will meet with Miss Ellen Buttomer,
Limerock street.—adv.
127-130 charge.
Clarendon etreet, this evening. Im
portant business is to be discussed,
including the Christmas sale and
Matinee 25c, 35c
supper to be given early in Decem
ber.
Matinee 2; Evening 7.45

Park

Evening 35c, 50c
Children 25c

TODAY—WEDNESDAY
THE EVENT OF THE SEASON
KING VIDOR S
R A O O V C TlON

The.

Mrs. H. G. Cole is visiting Mayor
and Mrs. Frank R. Cowan in Brewer
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Rhodes
and Edgar Rhodes of Brookline.
Mass., will arrive in the city tonight,
called here by the death of Mr.
Rhodes' brother, Fred S. Rhodes.

Mrs. Laura Fossett, who has been
spending the past few weeks in
Union, has returned to Rockland,
and is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Elden Jones, Stanley Lane.
Ralph Webster of Afuburn. brakeman on the first cement train to
cross the Kennebec Bridge, was a
guest Monday of his aunt, Mrs.
Lizzie Gillis.

Page Seven

Fuller-Cqpb-Davis

Fur Coats and Fur Trimmed Coats
In a Larger and Better Variety Than We Have

Ever Shown in October
We are in the fur business on a tremendous scale. Not only in August, but
during the entire .year. In spite of the bad weather which prevailed up to Septem
ber, our sales increased, and we were fortunate enough to have the cooperation of
our regular firms to a larger extent than ev^er before.

They gave us the BEST QUALITY OF FUR, which the summer trade de
mands.
I

To our local trade we make the same appeal—QUALITY. We offer you a
most unusual stock of fine furs at prices NOT above July and August prices—and
in many instances, a numbeT of sample coats at an extra discount prices.

REMEMBER THIS I
Th$re is nothing that was ever made that some one could not make it
worse and sell it for less.

20 Coon coats made in three distinct models

$295 $325 $350 $375
Twelve Days of Intensive Selling
Hudson Seal (Seal dyed rat)
Black Caracul
Natural Muskrat
Civit Cat
Baby Seal
Pony
Australian Opossum
Wool Seal
Brown Coney
Gray Caracul

—and YOU the Gainer
What we do is for your benefit as well as ours.

The Best at

Love and war
in the film that
has captured
the heart of
tho world.

RENEE
ADOREE

LAUIUIHCI 1&ALUMt
KING VIDOR

, ^etrq^oiW«v/n

y

Second Floor Fur Department

Ralph L. Richards of Franklin
street is convalescing from a very
severe attack of influenza.

Fur Trimmed Coats

Alden Hayden of Medford Hillside
Mass., and son Stanley Hayden o(
Keene. N. H.. were weekend guests
of Mrs. L. II. Snow.

of the Better Kind
Second Floor

Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden of
Thomaston leave today for Fruit
land Park. Fla., where they will
spend the winter. Miss Lucy Skin
ner accompanied them.

About 25 fine cloth fur trimmed garments. Many
samples shown, which have arrived within the last three
weeks, which we offer at a substantial discount as long as
they last.

Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Ames have re
turned from Boston, Hartford and
Torrington, Conn.

Mrs. W. P. MacMillan has been
visiting her daughter Mrs. Jamie
Fullerton in South Thomaston for
a few days.
Miss Lena Al. AA'eaver of Belfast is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gregory.
Miss Minnie Barrett of Hope is
the guest of iliss Elizabeth Jame
son.

English Mixture
OF’

■ —.
rt**-1

Belter’s Coats Need No Advertising

Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby and
daughter. Miss Della Crosby of The
Highlands, were Sunday guests in
Wiscasset of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Pease.
The Browne Club regular meeting
ln the parlors of the First Baptist
Church Friday evening, had supper
at 6 o’clock followed by business and
social hour. The next meeting will
be Nov. 4 at the home of Mrs. Harold
Glidden. 14 Summer street. The
Teachers' Training Class will be held
at the parlors AVednesday at 7.34).
The Alliman's Association will hold
its first meeting of the 1927-28 sea
son Wednesday at 3 o'clock.

Plain Cloth

Beautiful Models—Exclusive in design, with beautiful furs.
Only one of each kind at a saving of 25% to 40% from
early prices.
Duplicated in other materials at regular prices—if desired
two weeks' delivery.

for They Are the Best Made
Green Room—second Floor

“BUY OR ORDER THIS MONTH—JACK FROST IS ON
HIS WAY"

Men’s Cloth CoatsEnglish Tailored—Just Arrived

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phillips
spent the weekend at their former
home in Dovcr-Foxeroft.

Nelson B. Cobb, Mrs. Albert Peter
Joseph Emery and Joseph RobinMr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas mo
Francis Snow is. homb from Union
! son of the Rockland National Bank son. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Duvis
tored to Pittsfield Saturday wlierc
staff spent the weekend in Boston with Thomas Fleming at the wheel todajbfor the Important purpose of
they were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
where they attended the Harvard- left Sunday on a motor trip to Mon celebrating his 32nd birthday.
treal
Linwood Buzzell. On their return
Dartmouth football game.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustin Whitmore Sunday they were accompanied by
Mrs. Carleton Morse and Mrs. of North Haven were guests of Mrs. the latter couple. Mr. Buzzell having
George W. Fernald who his been
the guest of his brother, Walter .1. Ernest P. Jones entertained at the Lizzie Gillis’ Friday.
business in this city.
Fernald. Orient street, for several Broad street home of Mrs. Morse
Saturday
from
two
to
five
for
Sterl

days, has returned to his home, in
ing Morse and Arlene Jones, 'Sterl
Hampton, Mass.
ing’s eighth birthday which fell on
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Reed and son Oct. 20 prompting the occasion. Gay
Edmund of McKinley spent the music and jolly games made Ihe time
weekend in the city as guests of Mr. fly quickly, two of the nicest games
being I-ondon Bridge and a peanut
and Mrs. Harry Albee.
hunt. Dorothy Rubenstein and Neil
Mrs. W. H. McCoy has returned Little as winners were presented with
to her home in Jamaica Plain, Mass., pretty prizes. The dining room was
'after having spent tho week with decorated In observance of the Hal
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. S. loween season, a border of large
Featuring five of sereendom’s best known etars—
orange balloons around the upper
Knowles.
part of the room, black cats, witches
DAVID TORRENCE, VIRGINIA BROWNE FAIRE, BURR
MclNTOSH, SHELDON
LEWIS and EDWARD BROWNELL
I A -Halloween party and dance which and banners on the walls, and the
will be given in Temple ball Monday- tabic with an orange paper cover
under the auspices of the Chapin trimmed with candy carrots and
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
j Class promises to be one of the en pumpkins, candy baskets and other
joyable autumn social affairs. The decorations. In the center table was
I dceoratlons will be in keeping with the birthday cake, gay with its
the season tul there will will be orange frosting, candies and candles.
many novel feu tures to entertain Refreshments were served and each
i dancers and onlookers. Kirk's Or kiddie was presented with a balloon
chestra will furnish music of Hie and hat, paper sunbonnets to the
latest and liveliest making, and ice girls. The little fqlks present were
cream, cake and punch will be -Arlene and Mary Havener, Beatrice
served. Mrs. John Newman is chair and AVinlfred Pinkham, Vernet and
man aided by Miss Shirley Glidden. Kenneth Morgan. Roy and Richard
Mrs. Mabellc Pratt Strong, Mrs Brown, Dorothy Smith, Inez Bowley,
Jones,
Clara
Dennison,
Ochea Sldenspui ker, Mrs. Edith Robert
Pratt, Miss Polly Crockett, Miss Caro Marj-on Keller, David Curtis, William
Colson, Mrs. Minnie Colson, ^Jrs. Cross, Eleanor Harper, Virginia
STARRING—
Milton
Rollins.
Mariun
Skaye and Messrs John -Newuian and Wood.
Church, Maizie Joy, Neil Little,
, Hatty Pratt.
Dorothy Rubenstein, Danny Munro,
Junior Sukeforth, Robert
Miles,
Robert Crane. Meredith
Dondis,
Shirley Stanley, June Cook, Ruth
R. V. F. A.
Pike and Ernest DeMass. Sterling’s
A MELODRAMA WITH A LESSON
SPEAR HALL
teacher. Miss Jeannie McConchle,
Assistant Enginaara of the Rockland Fira Department
WEDNESDAY EVG., OCT. 28
was the guest of honor. Mrs. Morse
CLARK'S 8-PIECE ORCHESTRA
Share in the Proceede.
and Mrs. Jones were assisted ln serv
POPULAR PRICES
«lt
ing by Mrs. Hattie Perry and Mrs. W.
E. Morgan.

“HAZARDOUS VALLEYS”

Fires”

DANCE

STREET CARS FOR ALL POINTS AFTER EVENING SHOW

We hope you will visit our store and give us a
loqk at least. An up to date fur department frory
which we can take care of your wants.

Every Price

TODAY

JOHN GILBERT

We cannot duplicate and it will pay you to think
quick and act quick, and we expect to make Octo
ber a reoord month in our Fur Department.

WE OFFER AND CAN DELIVER:

ALICE LAKE, ROY STEWART and
LIONEL BELMORE

Mrs. Leola Spaulding entertained'
Sunday in honor of Mrs. Laura
Stanley of Swan's Island.
Other
guestd were Lawrence Rowe of
Swan's Island. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spauld
ing, Miss Beulah Cole, Gordon
Spaulding and Miss Lillian Cole.

EMPIRE

hTCloWCEn-

DANCE

MONDAY,
. At
Everybod/
Don
n’tt miss

NOW FLAYING
DOROTHY MacKAILL and
JACK MULHALL in
“THE CRYSTAL CUR”

WBD.-THURS.

MONTE

BLUE

Given by the
Chapin Claes
Temple Hall,
Rockland
OCTOBER 31, 1927
8.00 o'clock
tome. Tickets 75c
the Novelty Dance
128-130

PARK
THUK

JAY-FRIDAY

ADOLPHE

IN

oTfceBu»h Leaguer”
A small town romance that has all
the big towns gasping with
LAUGHS!

THRILLS 1

AND

RANGER
IN

‘BREED OF COURAGE'
The west gowarful picture.

FRI.'«AT«~FRED HUMES in
“THE QORDER CAVALIER”

MEHJOU
IN

“A GENTLEMAN
OF PARIS”
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
The story of a gentleman <
Paris who Igved r.at tee wiee
but too many ladies I Laughs, lot
—and juaf enough drama 1

AN

Atlantic

Every-Other-Da?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 25, 1927.
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INTERRUPTED VOYAGE

Bed Outfit

Dramatic Story of Mission Ship Maraval Told By One Who
Was In Command of the Expedition.
(By Albert T. Gould)

(Second Installment)
burned, found his way to the deck.
If any one who has had thepaitence to He and the cook, whose left arm was
ead this narrative thus far has never broken, were taken at once to the
passed through the lock, or "haulover City Hospital, as were also Miss
isthmus,” as it is called on the chart, Houghtellng and Miss Pierce, who
at St. Peters, and sailed through the were painfully, though not seriously
lovely Bras d’Or latkes, let him firmly burned.
By the prompt and efficient work of
resolve on the next available holiday
to devote at least a week to a trip the Sydney Fire Department, assisted
to Cape Breton and a sail on the by some sailors trom H. M. S. Helio
comfortable
steamer
Bras d’Or trope, and our good friends the
through these wonderful salt water Reeves, who disregarded the imminent
lakes which extend from one end of risk of another explosion, the Are was
the eastern side of the island to the finally put out. though, when it was
all over, the poor Maraval was a
other.
I will not spoil the prospect by any sorry sight, with her charred Interior
attempt to describe the beauty of and shattered deck and cabin.
Under the good care of Dr. Lynch
these broad lakes, from which the
hare rises from 400 to 600 feet in of Sydney the two ladles were soon
well enough to return home and have
hills, some of which begin with 1
now fully recovered. Under the same
graceful slopes cf green, while others
ise abruptly and overlook the water good care. Mr. Sellers, the engineer,
is fast recovering. Mr. Stone, the
below with a dignity which belongs '
only to Nature in her grander moods. cook, is in a Boston hospital under
the care of Dr. Joel Goldthwait and
No wonder the French called this ;
Dr. Philip Wilson to whose skill he
land Isle Roya’.e, and were willing i
owes the favorable prospect of having
to fight for it even after Acadia had
a useful arm again. He is fortunate
been snatched from them by the
to be under their care, for a delicate
English.
operation had to be performed on his
On a perfect summer day. with a arm.
gentle breeze blowing soft and warm,
Sad as it is that any one should
we traversed the centre of this earth have been injured and that the beau
ly ParadHe and for the moment for tiful Maraval should have come to
got the fogs outside Cape Breton’s such grief, some consolation may be
rocky ramparts and the poor fishing derived from the thought that per
Pipeless for small houses and stores—
schooners and their drowned crews. haps our misfortune has spared
One could not look upon such a scene others something worse If this ac
several pipes for larger requirements
as lay before us and cherish any feel cident had to occur, it could not have
ing but that of contentment and re happened in a better place; for the
pose. The world seemed as far away prompt attention the injured ones re
EFORE you install your next heating plant, learn
as the fleecy clouds overhead. In the ceived at the Sydney City Hospital
ordering of our existence it probably made all the difference in the world
about the wonderful results obtained with the
is wisely ordained that we should not in their recovery.
modem guaranteed Atlantic Warm Air Heating and
>e cast too long under the spell of
The kindness, too, of the people of
such idyllic surroundings; otherwise Sydney will never be forgotten More
Ventilating System. Room-to-room circulation of
we should all soon be as the Lotus heartfelt sympathy could not he
refreshed and moistened air at the RIGHT TEM
Eaters, though theirs was not an un found anywhere. Constant inquiries,
enviable lot. after all. iWe who were frequent callers, offers of help,
PERATURE for comfort and health. Safe and easy
-o soon to pass through an experience masses of flowers and many other
of operation—nothing to leak or to freeze —no noise,
so different from that of this peaceful acts of kindness made us realize how
day on the Bras d’Or Lakes, may well truly sympathetic are the kindno dust. Most economical to purchase and to oper
have been granted our little day of hearted people of this northern city
ate. Thousands of enthusiastic owners — Names on
pleasure. At any rate, nothing can and deepened our debt of gratitude to
request. Let us explain the system to you and make
blot out the memory of those hours them.
of Innocent joy under the summer
There is one more episode and this
an estimate without obligation.
ky of Cape Breton.
story is done. The boat was so badly
(We put into Baddeck long enough damaged that the voyage had to he
Liberal Time Payment Terms
for a delightful call on Dr. and Mrs. abandoned. In addition, the use of
Gilbert CrOBvenor, whose interest in gasolene engines had proved to be too
Ath for Frat Booklet entitled — “Harmonized Heating"
the Mission is of long standing and hazardous to think of using them on
who were most cordial and urged us the Labrador.
Manufactured by
to stay longer, an invitation we were
The donor of the boat, who has
loath to refuse. We shall always re shown most unusual Interest and
Portland Stove Foundry Co., Portland, Maine
member with pleasure that visit to generosity from the start and whose
Baddeck and with gratitude the kind fine spirit about it all has been an
ness and sympathy of the Grosvenors inspiration to all of us, immediately
after our accident. They drove im offered "to see the boat through,”
mediately to Sydney after they heard even at the added expense of oil en
Rockland, Maine
of it and tried in every way to make gines.
us comfortable.
Never has an enterprise been more
Even the allurements of Baddeck gallantly undertaken or more loyally
and Bras d’Or had to give way to our supported than by this devoted
purpose to deliver the Maraval in friend. May she live to see her ef
Readings. Mrs. Ellingwood. Piano, Labrador, and so we pushed on until forts rewarded by having a Maraval
RUBINSTEIN CLUB
Miss Holbrook. Violin, Miss Luce.
we came to the seaward end of the employed in years of useful Mission
Dec. 30—Guest Day—Special even lakes and saw in the late afternoon service.
Program For Coming Season ing program to be announced.
sunlight the majestic north coast of
(Concluded in Thursday's Issue)
Jan. 6—Opera—Past and Present—
Breton stretching away towards
Gives Promise of Enjoy Mrs. Lilian S. Copping. Chairman. Cape
‘Smokey" and Cape North.
KNOX ARBORETUM
Current Events, Mrs. Copping. Vo
Nightfall of the 27th saw us at
able Meetings.
cal. Mrs. Wentworth. Mrs. Jones, Sydney snugly alongside Reeves’
Mrs. Morgan, Miss Crockett; vocal
Sunday Was Closing Day of
The Rubinstein Club has arranged duet, Mrs. Veazie and Mrs. Marston. Wharf, the rendezvous of Arctic ex
plorers, where the Bowdoln, Radio,
the Season—Several Gifts
a program for the coming season Piano, Mrs. Magune, Mrs. Strong. and Seeko stopped earlier this sum
which promises to make it one of Piano quartet, Miss Lamb, Mrs. mer on their way to Labrador on
Acknowledged.
the most notable years in the or Berry, Mrs. Averill and Miss Fuller the Rawson-MacMlllan Field Museum
Jan. 20—Student Day, Mrs. Gladys
Sunday the 23d was the closing day
ganization’s history. Here's what's St. C. Morgan. Chairman. (Program Expedition. It was from here that
Dr. Grenfell sailed with MacMillan at Knox Arboretum. There were vis
planned:
to be presented by pupils of local in the Bowdoln a year ago. ,
itors from Biddeford. ‘Waldoboro,
Oct.
28—Miscellaneous.
Mrs. music teachers, vocal and Instru
The first part of our voyage had Long Cove, Rockland and Thomaston.
been successfully completed and we
Rachel Browne, Chairman. Current mental.)
We have set out recently a lot of
Feb. 3—Miscellaneous Instrumental looked forward confidently to the shrubs and trees received from the
Events, Mrs. Browne; piano, Miss
Program—Miss Mabel Lamb, Chair equally happy outcome of the re Blue Ridge Mountains of North
Hall; piano duet, Mrs. Eldridge and
man. Current Events, Miss Lamb mainder. Fog on Sunday, the 28th, Carolina; also phlox and other gar
Mrs. Parker; violin, Miss Knight.
Two pianos and violin, Mrs. Berry, held us in port, except for a delight den plants, a gift from Mrs. Emery,
Vocal, Mrs. Ames. Mrs. Marston.
Mrs. Averill, Albert R. Marsh (by re ful sail with Sydney friends down the west side of Dodges Mountain.
Miss Brault, Mrs. Snow.
Musical
quest). Piano quartet, Miss Caro harbor in the afternoon and out to
We have received as a gift from
readings, Miss Rokes.
line Littlefield. Miss Stahl, Mrs wards Lingan Bay, where we fell in Mrs. Pullen of Camden the entire col
Nov. 11—War Songs of the World.
Bicknell and Miss Holbrook. Two with a fleet of sword fishermen in hot lection of Indian relics, minerals, sea
Miss Elizabeth Donohue, Chairman.
pianos, Mrs. Eldridge and Mrs. Par pursuit of their prey and saw the curios, etc., brought together by the
Current Events,
Miss Donohue;
ker. Piano, Mrs. Hayden, Miss Hall. chase and capture of a swordfish late Mr. Pullen during his lifetime.
piano, Mrs. Hayden, Mrs. Magune;
Mrs. Leach. Piano duet, Mrs. Jones which we later learned weighed 265
Our collection of Maine granites
Vocal. Mrs. Browne. Mrs. Storer,
and Mrs. Smalley.
pounds.
and building stone has been added
Miss Brown, Mrs. Chandler, Mrs.
Feb. 17—American Folk MusicWe planned an early start for New to by polished 4 by 5 inch cubes from
Benner.
a. Mountain Songs; b: Plantation foundland on Monday morning, as we
South Thomaston, St. George and
Nov. 28—Guest Day. Music of the
Songs; c: Negro Spirituals; d: wanted to make the land at Cape AnClark Island quarries—a gift from
Thanksgiving
season—Miss
Alice
American Indian Songs. Mrs. Ste guille before dark. After taking on
Erskine, Chairman. Current Events.
the Basslck Bros.
vens. chairman.
Current Events,
I take this opportunity to thank all
Miss Erskine; vocal, Mrs. Morgan. Mrs. Stevens. Vocal, Miss Crockett, supplies and filling the gasolene
Mrs. Bicknell, Miss Hayden, Miss Mrs. Morgan. Mrs. Ames, Miss Brown, tanks, we set the alarm for 4 o’clock; who have contributed to the build
but at that hour the fog was as thick as ing and Arboretum funds during the
Lucy Marsh. Plano. Mrs. Jackson.
Miss Hayden. Miss Thelma Littlefield soup. By 7.36 it began to clear and
Mrs. Robinson; violin Miss Luce.
recent ten-weeks campaign. The re
Mrs. Benner. Vocal quartet, Mrs. we decided to get underway. Our
Pec.
9—Radio,
Miss
Caroline
sults of the drive are not what we
Veazie, Mrs. Browne, Mrs. Storer, course to St. Paul’s Island and
Littlefield, chairman. Current events
Mrs. True.
Piano, Mrs. Magune, thence to the Newfoundland coast had hoped for, and while we are dis
Miss pittlefield; vocal, Miss Thelma
appointed at the small total amount
Mrs. Jones.
was all plotted •on the chart, and we subscribed, we are not by any means
Littlefield, Mrs. Jones. Mrs. Veazie,
March 2—Guest Day—Maine Mu looked forward with lively anticipa
Mrs Snow. Plano duet. Miss Lamb
discouraged—we need $19,960 more
sicians—Mrs. Kathleen Fuller, Chair
and Miss Stahl; piano, Mrs. Smalley:
tion to a fine run across Cabot Strait. to enable us to resume building the
man. Vocal, Miss Ruth Stevenson,
violin. Miss Knight. Vocal quartet,
But-----museum next spring.
Miss- Brault, Mrs. Nutt, Mrs. Chand
Mrs. True in charge. Readings, Mrs
Norman W. Lermond, Director.
"The best laid schemes o’ mice an’ men
ler, Mrs. Creighton, Mrs. Marston.
bang aft a-gley."
Wentworth.
Mrs. Talbot.
Piano. Mrs. Strong,
Dec. 23—Music of the Noeltlde.
Just as we started to back away
FESTIVAL NEXT YEAR
Mrs. Hayden.
Anthem by mixed
Mrs. Maryon Benner, chairman. Cur
from the dock there was a loud roar,
Following a meeting of the execu
quartet
to
be
announced.
rent Events, Mrs. Benner.
Vocal.
a crash of rending wood, and a gush tive committee of the Eastern Maine
March 1C—Observance of St. Pat
Mrs. Nutt, Miss Rokes. Mrs. Creigh
of lire from the engine room and Musical Association, managing or
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Veazie Hardware Co.

This Man Can’t
Catch Cold!

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN ROAD
According to Herodotus, the Greek
writer known as the father of his
If a sneeze or sniffle says you’re I tory the road in Egypt over which
threatened with a cold, you can head , the stones used in the pyramids were
it off every time without "doping” i hauled reached halfway across the
African continent. It was built 4,900
yourself, or the least inconvenience.
The importance of this road
Everyone ihas suggestions when you i B. C.
have a cold, but here's one that | can be gathered from the fact that it
works!
Pape’s Cold Compound in required 10,000 men working for 10
years to construct a single mile of
simple, pleasant-tasting tablets. Even
it.—The Pathfinder.
when you’ve let a cold get into throat
and Jungs—or even turn to "flu”—
To test samples of fabrics for fast
Pape’s will knock it out.
ness to light, cover one half with
Why dally with a slight cold, or suf cardboard and expose the rest to di
fer from one that is serious, when the rect sunlight for 10 days. To test for
smallest drugstore has this real relief fastness in laundering, wash and dry
—for thirty-five cents 1
half your sample under ordinary condi
tions. Curtain material should be
tested in these ways before purchas
ing, and dress goods when possible.

PAPE’S
COLD COMPOUND

FIVE UNUSUAL VALUES
Every car we deliver is exactly as we
represent it
Right now we are offering 5 unusual values
that will please particular buyers.
1925 Special Sedan .............$550.
1926 DeLuxe Sedan ............ 650.
1924 Special Touring ....... 325.
1924 %Ton Delivery ......... 350.
1924 Buick 7 pass. Sedan.... 675.

Here are five cars priced for a quick sale.

DYER’S GARAGE
54 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND. ME.

Seven Pieces at a Sensationally

Low Price! Buy Now!
Here it one of the greatest offers we have
ever made in a complete bed outfit 1 Beauti
ful walnut finished bow foot bed, drester and
chest of drawers, together with a splendid
mattress, a link fabric spring and a pair cf
feather pillows ! The entire outfit of seven
pieces at this extremely low price and on
amazingly easy terms I

KITCHEN TABLES

$8.95
Genuine white porcelain top kit
chen tables with white enameled
base, at this amazingly lew
price for this desirable article
for your kitchen.

LAMPS

STRIKING STYLES

$9.75
Complete

COXWELL CHAIR

$29.50

Successors
to

We purchased these attractive
new console tables and mirrors
at a very low price and are fea
turing them, while they last, at
savings extraordinary. The ta
ble is finished in rich walnut
color and the mirror is poly
chrome.

C

at Greenville. Norcross, Bangor and
other points of departure for the big
woods.
The deer shooting season in the six
counties of Aroostook, Piscataquis,
Penobscot. Somerset, Franklin and
Oxford began at daybreak Monday.
The season in these counties runs to
Nov. SO, inclusive.
Un . the counties of Androscoggin.
Cumberland, Kennebec, Knox, Lin
coln, Sagadahoc, W aldo and York the
open season on deer is the month of
November; in Hancock and Whshington the season is Nov. 1 to Dec.
15, inclusive. The legal allowance is
one deer, either sex, to a hunter.
Bears may.be shot al any time.
This year after many years of ab
solute protection, moose are to be a
legal target for the sportsman's rifle
for the six days period Nov. 21-26,

Prepare for the long dark’ eve

nings of fall and winter with

$3.69
A close out of frame rockers at

a remarkable saving.

Each one

| one

An Augusta special says:

“An extra supply of non-resident
hunting licenses was sent to Green
ville in response to requests for them
for the hunting patties which were
arriving to be on hand for the open
ing of the game season.
“The department is receiving re
ports of large numbers of hunters
bound for other points, and all indi
cations point to a t ig season.
Deer
and bear, the only big game animals
which may be taken this month, are
reported very plentiful ail through
the hunting country. The deer in
most places are said to he quite
tame and fearless. Partridges are
reported scarce in several localities,
but are said to be fairly plentiful in
the deep woods, although in some
places they have been carried off in
large numbers by hob cats and other
animals.

Hunting conditions in the woods

some new lamps. This is only
one of the scores of new arrivals.
It has a vase base and beautiful
silk shade in a choice of colors.
Complete with cord and plug at
just—

of these are sturdily constructed

and finished in rich golden o>k
color.

Buy now and save as

never before.

V. F. Studley Go.

Lull moose being the allowance to
. a hunter. The animals have greatly
increased in numbers during the long
One Deer To a Hunter—: close time and have become extreme
ly tame, and all summer they have
Moose Become Legal Tar-’ been seen far from their usual deep
haunts, appearing in coast
get—Shoot Bears At Any woods
towns and even in the streets of Ban
gor and Portland. For this reason it
Time.
Is expected that they will fall an easy
Plenty of deer, an abundance of prey to the hunters.
Moose hunting is confined to the
bears, partridges in fair numbers,
counties of Aroostook, Piscataquis,
average hunting conditions and a
I’enobscot, Somerset, Lincoln, 'Waldo,
bright opening day awaited the Hancock and Washington.
throngs of spoilsmen who assembled
iHunting conditions are about up
to the average at this time of year,
or better. Last week's gale and rain
stripped most of the leaves from the
trees, and made the woods paths less
noisy than is commonly the case; but
more rain and wind are needed to
bring down the last of the foliage and
make the woods safe from fire.
• • • •

PLENTY OF GAME

ROCKERS

$2.95

Rockland, Maine

are reported as about normal for this
time of year. The leaves are still on
the trees and until they fall hunters
will find it hard to keep their game
in sight. The water in the streams is
very low, which will make it im
possible for hunters to take some of
the canoe trips. In Kennebago stream
the water is so low that the big
salmon are unable to navigate, it Is
said. On the other .hand, the dry
condition of the marshes and bog
lands will allow hunters to cover lhat
territory In safety."

BEARDSS CARCE IN MADRID
•
The full whiskers of the great conqulstodores of the past have now
only a faint echo in the Spanish cap.
ital.
So scarce are beards in Ma
drid that a streetcar conductor and
night watchman who still sport them
attract attention whereever they ap
pear.
The man on the street is
clean-shaven.
Conservative poli
ticians are usually bearded, but thej»
have not been seen around Madrid of
late.—The Pathfinder.

Gertrude Ederle's record channel
swim of 14 hours and 31 minutes was
shattered Tuesday by Miss Mona
McLellan, London's "mystery swim
mer,” who landed at 8.50 a. m. after
swimming from Gape Gris Nez in 13
hours and 10 mlrtutes.

Experiments to determine the
proper time of applying nitrogenous
fertilizers to fall-sown oats Indicate
that in northern Georgia best result^
will be obtained when the applica-t
tion is madq around March 1. In the
Coastal Plain application should be
about Feb. 1.

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES
ACCOUNTS DUE
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Telephone 1080

Rockland
120-tf

